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1. SUMMARY

The objectives of this report are to assess as clearly as possible

the envIronmental vulnerability of Machias Bay, Maine, to oil supertankers.

The biological effects of chronic and catastrophic oil spills and non-oil

spill events are considered. Environmental vulnerability as used herein ex-

presses both the magnitude and probability of biological changes resulting

from specified events. The impacts of these events are evaluated for sever-

al levels of biological organization: individuals, populations, communities

and ecosystems.

In order to understand the effects of oil on marine organisms it is

necessary to recognize the complex chemical characteristics of oil. Hydro-

carbons are the primary constituents of oil, and are divided into eight

fractions according to hydrocarbon type  paraffin, cyclo-paraffin, aromatic

and naphtheno-aromatic! and boiling point. This characterization provides

sufficient flexibility for describing biological effects of oil and the

physical/chemical dynamics of spilled oil, especially oil weathering.

The effects of oil on individual organisms are classified as: 1! lethal

toxicity; 2! sub � lethal disruption of cellular level processes causing dis-

ruption of behavioral patterns; 3! incorporation of hydrocarbons in organ-

ism tissue; 4! lethal and sub-lethal effects of coating of organisms with

oil, which mechanically in.terferes with organis~ activities: and 5! alter-

ations in habitats caused by deposition of oil on substrates such as rocks,

sand and mud, A review of literature indicates that significant. sub-lethal

effects may result from concentrations of water soluble aromatic hydrocar-

bons as low as 10-100 ppb. Lethal toxicity may result from water soluble



aromatic concentrations of .1-1 ppm for most larval stages and 1-100 ppm for

mast adult organisms. The ultimate effects of an oil spill to papulations,

communities and ecosystems is not as well understood. However, most marine

populations have evolved reproductive strategies which provide a high prob-

ability of population survival in the face of major environmental distur-

bances. Therefore, eventual recovery of higher levels af biological organi-

zation from single events is very likely. Permanent changes in biological

systems are most likely to occur where repeated spillage of oil takes place.

The assessment of environmental vulnerability requires estimation of

location and trajectories af hypothetical oil spills. A simple model of

slick transport by wind induced currents indicates that there is a relative-

ly high probability  LO-50%%d! that 10-20 miles of shoreline would be covered

by a major oil spill. The results depend upon spill size, paint of release,

season of the year, and offshore current assumptions. Tidal currents are

not included in the madel because of lack of data and the complexity of the

model needed for such a description.

It is concluded fram these considerations that Machias Bay is highly

vulnerable environmentally to oil supertankers. The release of a majar

catastrophic spill �0,000 tons! is expected to occur as frequently as once

in twenty years and a moderate spill �00 tons! once every year. The bio-

logical effects af these are likely to be very extensive with some localized

permanent changes in communities. Chronic spills and non-oil spill events

are nat Likely to cause major biological problems.



2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Objectives and Scope

The objective of this report is to establish as clearly as possible

1
the environmental vulnerability of Machias Bay, Maine to a proposed oil

supertanker terminal. The environmental vulnerability assessment focuses on

the biological consequences of hypothetical events relating to the construc-

tion and operation of such a terminal ~ The results of this study are

based on the current "state-of-the-art" with regard to our understanding

of the biological response to environmental changes of interest and the

ability to predict the actual consequences of such events for the Machias

Bay region. In this context, the study is a review and interpretation of

literature. No primary data collection has been undertaken. This report

does not consider impacts of activities resulting from the terminal instal-

lations such as industrial development, air pollution, urbanization, etc.

In section 3 a possible framework is proposed for assessing impacts of

environmental changes which has more general application than the specific

problems discussed herein.

2.2 Site Description and Study Provisions

The general location of Machias Bay, Maine is illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Machias Bay, the approach to Machias River and the towns of Machiasport and

Machias, is a typical rocky, northern New England embayment. The bay is

about six ~iles long and one to three miles wide. Libby Islands is the

principal guide to the entrance of Machias Bay  see Figure 2-2!. The general

0
study area is the coastal region bounded by 67 longitude on the east and

0
68 longitude on the west. Coast and Geodetic Survey Nautical Charts Numbers

1201 and 304 provide a basic source of information on the geography of this

1Vulnerability and related concepts as used in this report are defined aud dis-
cussed in sections 3.3 and 8.



Figure 2-1. Machias Bay, Maine, Area Location Map  from Brower, et al.,
3.972!



Figure 2-2. Machias Bay, Maine, showing proposed supertanker terminal site  Coast &
Geodetic Survey, Nautical Chart No. l20l!



The proposed terminal facility would be located on the eastern side

of Stone Island  Figure 2-2!. Jetties off the island into one-hundred foot

deep water would be constructed to provide adequate protection of the

berthing facility. In addition a 650 yard breakwater running northeast

from Libby Island and a 1,300 yard breakwater running south of Seal Cove

Ledge from Cross Island will be required. The berthing facility itself

would be a Polphin-and-rack type approximately 1800 feet long. Transship-

ment to shore would be by small tankship or pipeline.

Two types of oil spills are considered in this study: 1! periodic

 chronic! spillage occurring during transshipment operations; and 2! cata-

strophic spillage due to a major tanker collision. Periodic spills are

assumed to occur at the berthing facility. The major catastrophic spil1

is assumed to occur somewhere in-the approach channel  several possibilities

are considered!.

The frequency and amount of spillage has been provided as a basic

input to this study  Jellinek, personal communication!. These data are

as follows:

PERIODIC SPILLAGE

1. Year: 1980

Amount: 555 Bbls.

Frequency: 1,5 Bbls/day or 30 gals/supertanker operation

and 4.8 gals/transshipment operation. �91

supertankers per year and 2,445 transshipment

operations per year!.

Location: at the berth

2. Year: 2000

Amount: 1,150 Bbls.



Frequency: 3.2 Bbls/day or 30 gals/supertanker operation

 802 operations! and 6 gals/transshipment

operation �,011 operations! .

Location: at the berth.

CATASTROPHIC SPILLAGE

Release Time: 2 hours

Size: 81: 500 tons

82: 30,000 tons

Frequency: Consider the immediate and cumulative effects of

a 500 ton spill yearly for twenty years and one

30,000 ton spill mid-way through the twenty year

period.

Location: See Figures 7-4a and b

Two different types of crude oils are assumed, representative of

African or Middle Eastern oils. The characteristics and composition are

given in Table 2-1.

A

0. 14

0. 083

brown-black

0.858

33.4

Sul f ur, percent
Nitrogen, percent
Color

Specific gravity
API gravity

1.30

0.042

brown-black

0.840

37.0

2.4

15.1

13.1

10.3

14.8
4.3

42.2

0.2

3, 4 benzpyrene* 1320 pg/kg crude 400 pg/kg crude

* Crudes A and 8 would also contain compounds such as 1,2 benzanthracene,
1,2 � benzphenanthrene, diphenylmethane, phenanthrene, and dibenzthio-
phene in the general proportions indicated by the benzpyrene content of
each.

Table 2-1; Crude Oil Characteristics.

Li.ght gasoline
Total gasoline and naptha
Kerosene distillate

Gas oil

Nonviscous lubricating distillate
Medium lubricating distillate
Viscous lubricating distillate
Residuum

Disti.llation loss

7.3

30 ~ 3

9.9

15.2

11.3

6.8

3.5

19.4

3.6



In addition to the impacts of oil spills this study also considers

the non-spill effects of terminal construction and existence and tanker

operation. The emphasis, however, is on the oil spill effects. Due to the

physical characteristics of the Machias Bay site, non-spill impacts are re-

latively small  a primary reason for its selection as a potential site!.

2.3 Organization of the Report

The remainder of the report is divided into eight sections. In Section 3

a basic framework for assessing impacts of environmental changes in suggested.

This section outlines the information needs and maj or uncertainties dealt

with in subsequent sections. Section 4 describes the existing conditions in

the study area, in so far as they can be estimated. There is little defini-

tive data, both biological and hydrographical describing the Nachias Bay

region. In Section 5 the characteristics and composition of petroleum sub-

stances are discussed. This background information is essential for under-

standing the interpretations presented in Section 6 of the biological effects

of oil on marine organisms. The possible spill trajectories are considered

in Section 7 and the actual assessment of environmental vulnerability made

in Section 8. Sections 9 and 10 are, respectively, Conclusions and Refer-

ences.



3. A FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING CHANGES IN ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Living organisms must continually cope with fluctuations in the envi-

ronment. Variations may be relatively short-term such as day-to-day or

seasonal changes in temperature and salinity, or long-term such as evolu-

tionary differences between lakes and oceans. The sum total of short-term

adaptations leads to the process of natural selection � "survival of the

fittest".

Different animals successful in producing offspring and therefore

maintaining their species have different ways of handling changes in the

environment. These may be classified as physiological, behavioral and

morphological. Physiological changes refer to internal adjustments by the

organism to cope with a change in the environment. For example, fish con-

trol their internal salinity as the external water salinity changes. Be-

havioral changes are commonly accompanied by physiological changes. The

relationship between physiology and behavior, or even behavior itself, in

many animals is not well understood. A typical example of a behavioral

change is the vertical movement in the ocean of many small marine animals

called copepods. These organisms respond to light and temperature changes

which govern their feeding behavior. Also, of course, organisms that are

mobile can simply escape undesirable environmental conditions by moving to

a more satisfactory area.

These mechanisms of adaptation only work within certain ranges of

environmental change. Some shifts in the environment may be so large or

happen so quickly that even the built-in ad!ustment mechanisms of the or-

ganism are not capable of successfully compensating for the stress caused

by the change. In general, the animals that have evolved to survive in a

particular environment have the ability to successfully adapt to the range



of environmental variations which occur naturally. However, even these "his-

torical stresses" are occasionally exceeded and individual animals succumb.

For example, a storm such as Hurricane Agnes can result in such high influx-

es of fresh water into embayments and estuaries that shellfish such as oys-

ters and clams cannot survive the resulting reduction in salinity.

Animals must also cope with man-made changes in the environment. Some

of man's activities, such as discharging heated water from power plants, ex-

pose organisms to changes which are "historical". However, in other cases,

as far as is known, the organisms have not been subject to the environmental

change imposed. In the latter situation organisms may not have evolved any

adaptation mechanism for surviving under such "artificial" stresses. In

either case, animals have some range of tolerance, although possibly very

small, over which they can successfully respond and maintain a normal life

pattern. With respect to .man-made environmental changes, the question be-

comes not, wi11 there be a change in the biological systems, but rather,

what is the intensity, nature and implications of the change. The following

sections attempt to provide a framework for evaluating the effects of such

changes.

3.1 Processes

Figure 3-1 illustrates five basic processes which contribute to the

impact of environmental changes, resulting fram the discharge of foreign

substances into the environment.

3. 1.1 Inputs

The ultimate impact of any chemical introduced into the environment de-

pends upon the amount, location and temporal distribution of the input, as

well as the chemical form and state of the substance. A small amount of a

highly concentrated substance can be more damaging than a large total input

10



FIGURE 3-1 BASIC PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
CONTRIBUTING TO ENVIRONHENTAL IMPACTS

11



of the same chemical distributed over a large area and long enough period

of time, so that toxic concentrations never develop. However, low concen-

trations of some chemicals maintained over long time periods  say, years!

may result in greater long-term damage, due to interference with important

behavior patterns rather than direct toxic poisoning.

Zn addition, the chemical characteristics of any materials are also

important. Large, complex molecules called polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-

bond  PAH! appear to be widely distributed in the environment  Zobell, 1971!.

Most of these substances are inactive, however, a few, which have only slight

structural modifications, are potent carcinogens.

Knowledge of these input characteristics are necessary to evaluate

effects on the organisms and on the quality of the environment. Such know-

ledge is often difficult to obtain and estimates are based on sparse, in-

complete data and unverifiable assumptions.

3.1.2 Transport and Dispersion

The transport and distribution of materials in the  marine! environ-

ment depends upon physical, chemical and bio-chemical processes. The phy-

sical processes of interest are the mass movements of the medium in which

the chemical is carried: water, air, sediments, and/or organisms. Evalu-

ation of transport processes requires information about the movement of the

medium and the concentration of the substance in the medium. Also, it is

necessary to know the chemical form of the substance. Por example, the ef-

fects on the environment often depend on whether material transported in

water is dissolved or in particulate form.

Chemical and bio-chemical reactions often occur within the transport

medium. Therefore, the chemical originally introduced into the environ-

ment may undergo important changes. Some of the components of oi1 are highly

volatile and a spreading slick changes chemical characteristics markedly.

12



Other substances are ingested by organisms in one place and transported to

another area by the organism. The chemical characteristics of the material

may or may not be altered by metabolism.

The complexity of these transport processes makes accurate prediction

very difficult. Many of the physical processes are reasonably well-known.

However, biologically mediated transports have not been studied for most

substances.

3.1.3 Biological Transfers and Modifications

The important processes which contribute to biological transfers and

modifications are illustrated in Figure 3-2. These processes may profoundly

alter the substance of interest by ei.ther modifying the chemical nature

of the material in bio-transformations  metabolism! or accumulating the

substance by tissue storage to concentrations far in excess of that normally

encountered. Substances which are not' excreted immediately become dis-

tributed throughout the food web. One organism feeding on another and that

one on another and so on, results in the movement of stored substances from

one organism to the next, usually increasing the concentration in the process.

3.1.4 Biological Effects

Biological effects of materials on organisms are distinguished from

biological transfers and modifications which deal with biological effects

on the substances. The specific biological effects of oil are dealt with

in detail in Section 6 of this report. The detail of the effects are better

understood after basic ecologic principles have been discussed  Section 3.2!.

Suffice it to say at this point that while specific actions of a pollutant

occur on individual organisms, the effects are cascaded throughout the en-

vironment by the resulting changes in populations and communities of organisms.

The greatest levels of uncertainty are in these cascading effects.

13



FIGURE 3-2 BIOLOGICAL TRANSFERS AND MODIFICATIONS THAT
MAY EFFECT IMPACT OF SUBSTANCES DISCHARGED

INTO THE. ENVIRONMENT

14



3. l. 5 Ultimate Fate

Some materials introduced into the environment may cycle through the

environment endlessly; some, may be incorporated in sediments and essential-

ly removed from biological considerations; others are degraded to stable

innocuous materials such as CO . The ultimate fate depends on whether the

material is, in fact, degradable or not. Non-biodegradable substances pose

the most serious threats to the environment.

3.2 Basic Principles of Ecology

This section is provided to introduce the reader to the basic princi-

ples of ecology. Because of the variability of terminology prevalent in

ecology, the reader familiar with ecologic principles is advised to revie~

the material presented here. In this way, confusion due to definitions can

be avoided.

Ecology is the study of the relationship between organisms and their

environment. Therefore, it is the branch of biology which can be expected

to provide a basis for assessing impacts of environmental changes. The text

by Odum �971! is an excellent detailed development of the fundamental

principles of ecology. The subject material presented below is divided into

parts: organizational principles and dynamics.

3.2.1 Organizational Principles

The biological world may be subdivided in many different ways. A con-

veni,ent arrangement for our purposes is to consider five levels of organi-

zation: cell, organism, population, community and ecosystem. A cell,

which is a complex collection of specialized molecules, is the basic living

biological unit. Some single cells are complete organisms in themselves and

are called microbes. Examples are bacteria and most algae, Higher level

15



organisms such as marine invertebrates are assemblages of specialized or-

individuals of any one kind of organism. Theoretically, a population should

refer to a particular species. However, the term is also commonly used

more loosely to refer to the collection of individuals of similar species.

Sketetonema costatum is a particular diatom species commonly found in the

Gulf of Maine. We may be interested in the population of S. costatum in

the Gulf of Maine waters, but we often also refer to the algal "population",

which is the collection of all phytoplankton, including S. costatum. A

~communit in the ecologic sense includes a11 of the populations occupying

a given area. The ~ela ic community is all of the populations that live

in the open water of the ocean. The community and the non-living environ-

ment function together as an ~eeoc stem.

The designation of levels or organization is convenient, but somewhat

artificial. Each level is strongly interrelated with the next and sharp

lines of distinction are artificial. For example, the individual is as

dependent on the population, as it is on the organs which function together

to make the organism. To understand the possible impacts of changes in the

environment, effects at each level and interactions between levels of or-

ganization must be analyzed.

The complex organization of biological systems is maintained by a flow

of energy. The ultimate source of energy is the sun. The light energy

falling on an area is converted to chemical energy by plants in the process

of photosynthesis. The unicellular plants or algae which float near the

water surface, are the most important "primary producers" in the marine

environment. Animals  including bacteria and other microscopic organisms!

obtain energy from the chemical energy stored in complex organic molecules.

Herbivores are animals which eat plants and use the chemical energy stored

16



by plants in photosynthesis. Animals which eat other animals using the

chemical energy stored in tissues are called carnivores. In the transfer

of energy from one level to the next, most of the energy is lost as heat.

As a result the so-called trophic  nutritional pattern! pyramid is limited

to a maximum of four or five levels. The concepts of "trophic structure"

are illustrated in Figure 3-3. Also, shown in Figure 3-3 is the flow of

energy due to the breakdown of waste ~aterial or detritus by microorganisms.

The flow of energy due to feeding patterns can be evaluated in more detail

for any particular group of organisms. This type of analysis gives rise

to the food web, which is usually shown as a diagram similar to those in

Figure 3-4.

The flow of energy not only leads to organization of biological sys-

tems but also maintains that organization by three fundamental ecosystem

processes: materials cycling, communications, and adaptations  control! .

The hydrologic cycle, phosphorous cycle, and nitrogen cycle are common

examples of material cycles. Organisms require a variety of material re-

sources to construct cell tissue. The cell material eventually becomes

waste material and is broken down by micro-organisms, releasing the basic

substances, which can be used once again in the cycle. Note that energy

flow is unidirectional, but material fLow is cyclic.

Communication between individual organisms and organisms and their

environment is essential to the organization of biological systems. Or-

ganisms must be able to communicate for reproductive purposes certainly.

But many organisms have found that organization for feeding and other be-

haviors is advantageous. In addition, it is necessary for an individual

to be able to detect environmental changes and adjust accordingly. Feed-

back regulation or homeostasis is a hallmark of ecological systems.

17
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>igure 3 3. Representation of ecology in terms of energy flux indicat-
ing that ecological processes are driven by the flow of energy from the
sun to thermal sinks  Morowitz, 1968!.

He*ivores

Car nivores Competing herbivores Herbivore attacked
by many species ot
parasites and
predators

Plants

Herbivores

Ce mivores Parasites and
predators are
~ rrryphagoas

Figure 3-4. Various patterns of three-level trophic-web organization. Each
dot represents a species, and lines between dots indicate that the species
in the lower level eats the species on the level above.  Watt, 1968!
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The goal of life is to survive and in evolutionary time innumerab1e

strategies for survival have evolved. That is; organisms that have de-

veloped successful adaptations to their environment continue to "win the

game". Adaptations may be physiological, behavioral or morphological.

The process of natural selection operates to allow these organisms which

are best equipped to cope with their environment. However, this process

is passive, i.e. selection is by default. Regulatory mechanisms are suc-

cessful adaptations to actively cope with short-term environmental changes.

3.2.2 Dynamics

The foregoing description has focused on a static description of

structural and functional characteristics of ecosystems. However, biologi-

cal systems are inherently dynamic and it is necessary to consider several

important time varying aspects of each level of organization.

The habitat of an organism is the place where it lives, i.e., all of

the non-biotic characteristics of the organism's environment. One of the

important dynamic considerations, which is briefly discussed above, is the

organism's response to changes in the environment. Of particular interest

is the concept of tolerances. A complex of conditions are prerequisite for

the success of a given organism in a specific area. For each of these con-

ditions the organism has a range of tolerance. The tolerance ranges define

the limits af environmental change which the organism can withstand. Some

tolerance ranges may be very wide  "eury-"! and others may be very narrow

 "steno-"!. For example, cod, an important finfish in the Gulf of Maine,

spawn in a range af temperatures between 41 � 47o F. Any condition which

actually approaches or exceeds the tolerance limits of an organism is said

to be a limiting factor. In most cases the limiting factor s! shift from

one variable to another. En marine environments light, temperature and

salinity are the three most important factors. However, various chemical
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substances may also be important. The particular tolerance ranges of an

organism usually depend on the environment for which the individual is

acclimated. Species with wide geographical ranges almost always develop

locally adapted populations that have tolerance ranges adjusted to local

conditions.

Another important dynamic characteristic of individuals is reproduction

and life cycles. Reproduction is the single most important function for

the individual. Many strategies have evolved for maximizing the success of

reproduction. Some of these are more appropriately discussed in the con-

text of population dynamics. The dynamics of interest at this point is the

life cycle or developmental steps from adult to fertilized egg to larval

and juvenile stages to adult. The specific sequence of steps varies from

species to species. Typically the individual at each stage has different

tolerance ranges, feeding character'istics, habitat, and trophic position.

Therefore, the criteria for success of survival vary as the egg develops

to an adult organism. Fortunately, major variations in survival can often

be explained on the basis of one or two limiting factors. A single stage

may be crucial in the life history of the organism. These variations may

be extremely important, but very difficult to quantify in assessing impact

of environmental changes.

A population is a collection of individuals of the same or similar

species in a specific area. The population has important dynamic charac-

teristics that are not characteristic of the individual, but rather the

collective expression of the individual dynamics. Of primary interest are

the numbers of a population and the causes and characteristics of fluctua-

tions in the population. The birth rate  natality!, death rate  mortality!

and dispersal are the most important processes determining population size
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and age distribution, i.e. the numbers of individuals in various age

classifications.

Dispersal is a crucial process in many species. Movements help

prevent overpopulation of areas and allow the population to be larger.

Movement and dispersal may be part of the behavioral pattern of the adults

such as pelagic finfish. Another form of dispersal is the emission of

floating eggs by sedentary organisms. Although spatial heterogeneity plays

a central role in population dynamics it is very difficult to describe

quantitatively. Data are difficult to obtain and theoretical analyses are

very complicated for even the simplest problems.

Mechanisms of population control by changes in natality or mortality

are better understood and easier to describe. The importance of limiting

factors for individuals has been discussed previously. Similarly, various

factors may limit birth and death rates. For any particular species there

is a maximum possible rate of birth and death, which is rarely observed due

to limiting conditions. Limiting conditions may be density dependent or

density independent according to the role of the population itself. The

most important limiting conditions include weather, food supply, other pop-

ulations  competitors or predators!, space, habitat characteristics and

intrinsic population variables, especially age distribution.

Regulation of population size results from not only variations in na-

tality and mortality, but also the so-called carrying capacity of the envi-

ronment. That is, the maximum number of individuals which the environment

can support. Space and food are the two most common limitations on carrying

capacity. Competition with other populations may also be important.

Birth rate  b! and death rate  d! may be combined into a single vari-

able called intrinsic rate of increase, r r = b � d!. Also, carrying
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capacity can be designated as K. We can then speak of r and K "strate-

gists". That is, populations may adopt regulation strategies which depend

upon increasing r or increasing K. As an example, most marine invertebrates

are r strategists, producing many more offspring  high potential r! than

can possibly be supported in the environment. On the other hand, birds and

mammals are typically K strategists, i.e. maximum r is low, but chances

of survival to adulthood are reasonably high. For an r strategist a few

surviving adults can produce enough young to maintain and increase a popu-

lation. However, a K strategist is dependent upon maintaining a relatively

large reproducing population.

The next level of organization to be considered is the community.

Figure 3-5 illustrates the ways in which two populations may interact.

Population 8

Figure 3-5

Competition and predator-prey relations produce the most important dynamics.

These relations are evidenced in the food web diagrams of Figure 3-4. Com-

petition may be indirect as in a food chain or direct via inhibition of one

population by another by, say, introduction of toxic substances. Predator-

prey relations are the direct result of feeding habits. If a predator has

a highly specialized diet i.e., only one prey, then changes in the prey

population may drastically effect the predator. However, if the predator
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has a diverse array of prey, then the predator is only loosely coupled to

any single prey.

Ecosystem dynamics are based on the flow of energy and cycling of

materials. Most importantly is so � called ecological succession, the orderly

process of community development that involves changes in species struc-

ture and community processes with time. Succession results from changes

in the physical environment, especially community-controlled changes. Suc-

cession is especially important due to the final configuration of the eco-

system, called a climax comamnity, which tends to be well-balanced and

highly stabilized. Succession may be interrupted or arrested by environ-

mental perturbations, such as weather variations.

Short � term, periodic sequences in dominant populations are called

seasonal successions. Most common is the so-called Spring-Autumn phyto-

plankton succession in marine waters. Variations in temperature, light and

nutrients result in a sequence of phytoplankton populations in which a

particular species derives a short-term competitive advantage and therefore

dominates the other species.

The preceding discussion has been brief and incomplete. However, the

basic principles of ecology are outlined and sufficient basis for assessing

impacts of environmental changes developed. The complexity of the relation-

ships outlined is difficult to deal with in the real world. Many uncertain-

ties and information gapa exist. The most important of these relative to

this study are outlined in the next section.

3.3 Information Needs and Synthesis for Assessing Environmental Vulnerability

In the two previous sections the processes contributing to the impact

of environmental modifications and the basic ecological principles have

been reviewed. This information can now be integrated into an overall
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assessment framework. Figure 3-6 illustrates the information inputs and

synthesis which must be achieved to assess the environmental vulnerability

of Machias Bay, Maine to an oil supertanker terminal.

Environmental vulnerability as used herein denotes a qualitative

characteristic expressing the liability to biological change of a specific

region  such as the Machias Bay region! relative to a specific activity

which may produce environmental modifications  such as an oil supertanker

terminal!. Vulnerability encompasses both the extent of possible biolog-

ical change that may take place and the probability with which that change

may occur, given that the specific activity of interest is implemented.

Biological changes at all levels of biological organization, especially

the ecosystem, must be considered. Therefore, modifications of physical

variables, i.e., habitats, are included.

A distinction is made here among vulnerability, effect or impact, and

sensitivity. The specific effects or impacts of events are the actual or

predicted changes that take place, but does not include the probability

of change expressed in the concept of vulnerability. Sensitivity refers

to individual organisms and specific modes of response to changes in en-

vironmental quality. Sensitivity is typically expressed in terms of

critical concentrations or ranges of concentration of substances such as

oil.

Note that the desirability or undesirability of a particular change

has not been discussed. The attachment of values to particular changes

must be part of the actual decision to undertake any proposed activity. A

clear distinction should be made between assessing environmental vulner-

ability and the decision to select among alternative courses of action.

The latter requires adoption of a value system, which must include inputs

from many interest groups. The purpose of this report is to provide as
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FIGURE 3-6 INFORMATION INPUTS AND SYNTHESIS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
VULNERABILITY ASSESSNFNT OF NACHIAS BAY, HAIN, TO
OIL SUPKRTANKERS
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scientific a basis as is reasonably possible for determining environmental

vulnerability, from which sound decisions can be made.

Figure 3-7 summarizes the information needs identified in Figure 3-6

for assessment of the potential impacts of oil supertankers on Machias Bay,

Maine. The four major categories of information needed are: l! definition

of existing conditions; 2! specification of proposed environmental changes,

including input characteristics, transport mechanisms and physical/chemical

properties of foreign substances; 3! definition of organism responses to

hypothetical environmental changes; and 4! understanding of ecologic pro-

cesses and "cascading" effect of individual responses on population, corn-

munity and ecosystem structure and dynamics. Ideally, this information is

synthesized using a mathematical model, which allows the exploration of

numerous hypotheses and scenarios. However, the levels of uncertainty  as

for the case at hand! may prevent implementation of usable models. The

following paragraphs indicate some of the important sources and implica-

tions of uncertainty in this problem.

3.3.1. Definition of Existing Conditions

Exact descriptions of the existing environment are impossible to

develop and are not needed. However, it is important to have some detailed

knowledge about the physical, chemical and biological characteristics of

the system. Static descriptions of "what is there" are usually the best

known. The species of fish, invertebrates, phytoplankton, etc. can be ob-

tained using data from the specific area of interest and other similar

areas. The dynamics of the system variables and spatial patterns of dis-

tribution are usually much less well-known. The hydrodynamics  current

structure!, temperature distributions, spatial distribution of fish, com-

petitive interactions and food chain relationships are examples of infor-

mation which is often unknown or at least very uncertain.
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FIGURE 3-7 INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FOR ENVIRONMENTAl
IMPACT ASSESSMENT.
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Of particular importance in assessing effects of man-made environmental

changes is the ability to distinguish between impacts of man-induced changes

and "natural" environmental fluctuations such as temperature and salinity,

Reproductive processes and larval survivorship are strongly coupled to cur-

rents, temperature and meteorologic events. However, predictive descrip-

tions of these relationships are undeveloped.

3.3.2 Definition of Proposed Environmental Changes

Specification of amount and temporal and spatial distribution of oil

spills and other hypothetical events are treated in detail in other sections.

However, it is also necessary to evaluate the physical and chemical char-

acteristics of these inputs. This is particularly true with respect to oil

because of its complex composition. The importance of recognizing the

chemical properties of materials introduced in the environment is discussed

in Section 3.1. Often the chemistry of materials is reasonably well-known.

However, uncertainties arise in specifying the transport and modifications

which take place in the specific environment. Important hydrodynamic and

meteorologic processes are not fully understood. The problem is compnunded

by the importance of knowing the spatial patterns which are again difficult

to determine.

3.3.3 Determination of Specific Biologic Responses

In order to make reasonable impact assessments, it is, of course,

necessary to know the response of individual organisms to the expected en-

vironmental changes. This information is typically not well-known. I.ab-

oratory bioassay tests are fraught with problems, especially lack of

standardization. Field data describing observed events are incomplete and

because of different sampling procedures at different events, it is diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to make comparative analyses. Furthermore,
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adaptive mechanisms of organisms produce individuals which are acclimatized

to local environments. Individuals of the same species from different lo-

calities may respond differently to the same environmental change.

The problem is further complicated when one considers the effects of

individual responses at the population, community and ecosystem levels. Or-

ganizing principles for the various levels of organization are not well

understood. The structure of the system may be identifiable, but answers

to the question of ~wh one species or set of species exist and not another

are unknown. A particularly important question of population dynamics is

also unclear. Vhat is the linkage between adults, natality, larval survi-

val and ultimate population fluctuations and dynamics? Furthermore, what

is the effect of "natural" environmental perturbation on population levels?

Answers to these questions are necessary to make definitive impact assess-

ment. Finally, there is once again the question of adaptations and suc-

cessions at the community and ecosystem level. Fundamental principles

and answers to questions of "why" are extremely fuzzy.

In spite of these sources of uncertainty it is necessary to utilize

the information that is available to make as clear an assessment of impacts

as possible. In the process some of the uncertainty will be alleviated

and new questions will be posed. In the future, additional information

will be gathered and should be used to update old solutions.
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4. DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING CONDITIONS -THE EASTERN COAST OF MAINE

4.1 Physical Description

4.1. 1 Coastal Physiography

The physical features of the coast of New England are the result of

the glaciers which covered North America several thousand years ago.

Southern New England was the farthest limit reached by the last glaciation,

and deposits of the glacial till, which was scraped off the terrain to

the north, form conspicuous topographic features along the coast. A line

of these morainal deposits forms the backbone of Long Island, Cape Cod,

Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket. This moraine extends out under water

on the continental shelf, and forms Georges and Browns Banks, two rela'tively

shallow glacial deposits on the edge of the shelf.

The New England coast is composed of two types: rocky and sandy.

The point of division occurs near Portland, Maine. North of this point,

glacial erosion has stripped away most unconsolidated sediment, gouging

out valleys and rounding off mountains in the process. The rocky, irregu-

lar coast northeast of Portland resulted after eroded river valleys

flooded as the glaciers melted and sea level rose. To the south, the

glacial till of the terminal moraine was spread out as rivers of glacial

meltwater formed outwash plains. The broad stretches of sandy beaches in

southern New England are the results of this, South of Portland, the

stretches of beach are occasionally interrupted by rocky headlands, such

as those near Gloucester, Mass., Cohasset, Mass., and Newport, R.I.

Two of the most prominent types of landform which evolved during

and after the period of glaciation are the estuary and salt marsh. The

estuary is defined by Pritchard �935! as "a semi-enclosed coastal body

of water which has free connection with the open sea and within which

seawater is measurably diluted with fresh water derived from land drainage'-'.

Most commonly they are mouths of rivers in which seawater and freshwater

intermix. Estuaries in New England have been prime centers for human
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activity since colonial times. The extremely deverse natural resources

of these estuaries make them ideal for settlement. Although much abused,
estuaries still serve crucial links in the life cycles and food webs of
coastaL ecosystems.

Salt marshes are estuaries which have partially silted in, leaving

mnd or sand flats which are coionised by hardy ~S artina grasses. These
grasses provide stability to the substrate, and slow down water movement,

allowing deposition of more sediment, thus enlarging the marsh. The

decaying ~S artina grasses provide food for an extremely rich ecosystem;
many oceanic organisms depend on estuarine productivity for at least part
af their life cycles.

A wide variety of benthic substrates along the coast are irregularly

distributed. For instance, in Cape Cad Bay, patches of gravel are found

adjacent to areas of fine silt and clay. On Georges Bank, Wigley �961!

charted benthic particle size distribution, and found no regular distri-

bution pattern. Thus, it is difficult to give a general description of

benthic substrates along the coast. A few characteristics of sediment

distribution are worthy of consideration, though. Larger particle sizes

correlate with strong tides and currents, as one might expect, smaller

particles are washed away mare easily. On the eastern Maine coast, silt

and clay bottoms occur with regularity only in protected embayments and
estuaries; sand and gravel are more common in areas which are relatively
unprotected.

4.1.2 Coastal Hydrography and Climate

The gross circulation pattern of the Maine coast is dominated by a
large cyclonic gyre in the Gulf of Maine which develops in spring and

breaks down by early fall  Figure 4-1!. The ebb and flood of tides are

thought to provide the driving force for this gyre  Bigelow, 1927!. The

prevailing westerLy winds, spring runoff from 60,000 sq. mi. of drainage

area, and Cariolis farce all modify this tidal energy into the characteristic

counterclockwise pattern. Drift bottle studies  Bumpus & Lauzier, 1965!

shaw a southwest drift along the Maine coast, the exact path of which is
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Figure 4-1. Localities of release, assumed routes of drift  drawn from the
charts of Bumpus and Lanzier, 1965!, and localities of recovery of surface
drift bottles released during different seasons, 1963-64.  Graham, 1970!
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modified by northwest winds in spring and summer. Graham �970!

confirmed the results of previous drift bottle studies and charted

seasonal bottom currents also. Bottom water tends to move inshore into

bays and estuaries in winter along the eastern Maine coast, and inshore

in summer along western sections of the coast. At the same time, surface

waters drift along the coast towards the southwest. Thus, a good deal

of upwelling occurs. However, upwelling may not be present when winds,

dynamic pressure gradients at the surface, and bottom topographic features

combine to direct surface drift. shoreward instead of along the coast.

Virtually na data exists concerning the fine structure of near

coastal circulation patterns. The irregularity of coastal morphology

precludes any general descriptions. Surface runoff, bottom topography,

rrreteorological c~ditions, and most importantly, tidal flows, all combine

to complicate the problem. Current data are available only in the approaches

to ports; even so, local mariners rely on their own experience and intuition

more than the often inaccurate published current data. Some insight into

the speed of local currents can be rrbtained from an examination of bottom

substrate descriptions on U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey charts. The pre-

sence of mud as opposed to gravel may indicate relatively slow currents.

Obviously, no information can be obtained about the direction or periodicity

of these currents.

River discharge and tidal motion in nearshore waters often combine

to produce swift currents. Spring tides range from ll to 21 feet along

the coast. The velocity of these currents is often as high as 2 knots

and in constricted areas as swift as 6 knots. The greatest storm surges

result from offshore passage of extratropical cyclones. Surges over five

feet above mean high water have been experienced.

The weather in the region experiences frequent and rapid changes,

especially in the cooler seasons, due to the extratropical cyclones

 Nor'casters! which enter the area from the west or southwest. The pre-

vailing westerly winds have a northerly component from November to March,

with a southerly component from April to October. Wind speeds are typically

15-20 knots, however, speeds greater than 100 knots have been recorded.
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Fog blankets coastal waters frequently, especially in summer. Libby Is.

lighthouse in Machias Bay  I/4 mi. from the proposed supertanker terminal

on Stone Is.! averages 290 hours of foghorn operation in July �9X of the
O

month!  Brower, et. al. 1972!. Air temperatures range from the 70's   F!
0

in the summer to as low as 0 F in the winter. Sea temperatures typically
0 0

fall between freezing �2 F! and 60 F. A more complete description of

climate and meterological conditions in the Machias Bay area may be found

in Brower, et. al. �972!.

4.1 ~ 3 The Machias Bay Region

The coast of maine near Machias Bay is typical of all rocky coasts in

temperate regions. USC 6 GS Chart 304  Tibbett Narrows to Machias Bay!

covers approximately 135 linear miles of coastline, of which 60 are rocky;

the zest is unconsolidated sediment  sand, mud, or gravel!, which is

typically found in protected embayments. Less than 10 miles of this is

sand beach of the type found in southern New England. The many islands

within the area of Chart 304 have approximately 120 miles of coastlines,

of which 110 is rocky, and only 4 is sand beach, because of the greater

exposure of the islands. A handful of small marshes occur in the area,

far up in estuaries, protected from Maine's often violent surf. Mud and

sand flats, a habitat for valuable clam and worm resources, are found in

less protected estuarine areas and coves. A few thousand acres of flats

occur within the area of Chart 304.
1

4.2 Biological Description of the Coastal Waters of Maine

4.2.1 Intertidal Communities

As described earlier, the coast of Maine is dominated by rocky

intertidal shores in exposed areas, with areas of unconsolidated sediment

being present in bays and estuaries. The rocky intertidal shore exhibits

well-defined zonation in flora and fauna, due to the gradient of environ-

mental effects due to the ebb and flood of the tides. This zonation con-

forms to "textbook" descriptions of temperate rocky intertidal shores

throughout the world  see for example, Moore, 1958; Odum, 1971!. Figure

1
These estimates are made by direct measurements from USC 6 GS Nautical
Chart No. 304
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4-2 describes the distribution of animals and plants on a
typical rocky shore. With reference to Maine, the zone just beyond the
reach of the tides, but still subjected to sea spray, is dominated by
encrusting lichens and herbivorous gastropods  the periwinkle Littorina
littorea being the most abundant!. Below this, at the high water mark
is a band dominated by the barnacle Balanus balanoides, which completely
covers all rock surfaces. The edible mussel ~Mtilus edulis occupies the
zone immediately below the barnacles. Depending on the degree of exposure
to surf action, rockweeds  Fucus sp.! grow in the zone with the mussels.
Near the low water mark, red algae such as Chondrus ~tris us predominate.
Below the low tide mark, laminarian algae  kelp! such as Alaria sp. grow
with the red algae. This whole zonation occurs over a vertical distance
of about ten feet; some zones are frequently a foot or less in width.
The seaweed forest provides food for a diverse invertebrate fauna, including
gastropods such as periwinkles, dog whelks  Thais ~la ilies!, and limpets
 Acmaea sp!, echinoderms like starfish  Asteria sp.! and sea urchins
 Stron locentrotus drobachiensis!, and many small arthropods such as
amphipods. Chondrus ~tris us, the sea moss is harvested commercially;
114,000 lb. were harvested in the Jonesport � Machiasport area in 1969. In
addition, studies on the feasibility of harvesting blue mussels  ~M tflus
~edulis are underwayl an estimated 300,000 bushels of marketable mussels
exist in Hancock and Washington Counties.

If the zonation is modified or disturbed in some manner, several years
are often required for a complete recovery. Castenholtz �967! reported
that ~M tf1us californianus had not recolonized a transect of rock that had
been cleared of all organisms five years before. Exposure to a pollutant
could have similar consequences.

In intertidal areas composed of unconsolidated sediments  mud, sand, or
gravel!, few plant species are found  salt marshes are the exception; they
will be discussed in the context of the estuarine habitat!. However, the
fauna are usually quite diverse  Figure 4-2!. Arthropods such as burrowing
amphipods and ghost shrimp and a wide variety of polychaete worms and bivalve
mollusks inhabit sand and mud intertidal areas. Of great commercial importance
on mud and sand flats are bloodworms  GGlzcara dibranchiate; worth more per
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pound wholesale than lobsters!, sandworms  Nereis vinens!, and sof t-shell

clams ~M a arenaria!.

Estuaries and salt marshes are of immense importance to marine eco-

systems. Estuarine primary productivity �igure 4-3! is among the highest

on earth. The average estuary and salt marsh  considered together since

they are interdependent! produces 10 tons of dry materials per acre per
year.

Estuarine marshes are found along the entire coast. Most New England

marshes and those of Long Island Sound that are developed on rivers and

near inlets experience tidal changes in water level. The extensive wetlands

that fringe the almost tideless coastal lagoons have a horizontal circulation

of water caused by tidal currents, winds, and freshwater runoff, but changes

in water level occur primarily in connection with storms or the prolonged

press of winds from any one direction.

Marshes are transitional. Their initial formation requires a substratum

bare for about half the tidal period; water calm enough to prevent the

uprooting of the plants, and a suff'icient supply af sediment to enable the

upward growth of the marsh to keep pace with or exceed the rise in sea

level due to glacier melt. Variation in substratum, drainage, aeration, and

tidal cycling in addition to salinity produce a wealth of community sub-

divisions. The dominant species are usually botanical.

In quiet, submerged shallows the eel grass, Zostera, and another seed

plant, ~Ru in, dominate. host of the invertebrates of the Zostera community

actually are common on soft-ground habitats, but the population density is

probably greater in the presence of eel grass. Among the swimmers and

crawlers are several amphipods, the. shore shrimp palaemontes and ~Crau on,
many snails and bivalves and a long list of worms.

~S artina alterniflora is the dominant grass in the mid-tidal area oi the

marsh. A typical assemblange at the lower alterniflora level illustrates the

ecotonal qualities of the marsh as a transition between hard- and sof t � ground

communities. The ribbed mussel Modiolus is a dominat form providing a base
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of attachment for estuarine barnacles, bryozoans, anemones, and the fucoid

seaweeds. Throughout its range, which extends north through New England,

the Modiolus assemblage includes a variety of small invertebrates.

S. alterniflora grows in the upper two-thirds of the littoral but is

supplanted at elevations equal to or exceeding mean high water by high marsh

communities. Plants growing at this level tolerate short-term daily

submergence but require only a few wettings per month. This higher zone

is dominated by short cord grass, ~Sartina ~atens.

Higher marsh associations harbor periwinkles and a characteristic

snail, ~tielam us bidentatus, plus an assortment of salt marsh beetles,

dipterna5, and other essentially terrestrial arthropods. Fiddler crabs

develop extensive colonies at the same level on bare flats or in eroding

banks adjacent to marsh areas. A terrestrial fauna with crickets, earwigs,

termites, and other small arthropods. The "marine" contingent is represented

here hy salt marsh beach fleas, which are intolerant of prolonged or

frequentsubmersion in water.

Many species use estuaries as spawning or nursery areas. Graham �972!

described the migrating behavior of herring larvae in anestuary which keeps

them from being carried out into less productive open waters. They ascend

to the seaward-flowing surface waters at the head of the estuary, drift

to the estuary mouth, then migrate to the bottom where they drift upstream

with bottom currents back to the head of the estuary. Figure 4A illustrates

the role of the estuary/marsh complex as a nursery ground. The sequence of

events for the shrimp is t'ypical for many coastal invertebrates. Various

birds also rely on estuaries for food and rest while migrating, and for a

habitat while breeding.

Salinity, temperature, sediment distribution, and water circulation

are the primary factors determining the distribution of organisms within

an estuary or salt marsh. Modification of any one of these can destroy the

biological community present in the marsh or estuary. Many of these changes

like Hurricane Agnes which flooded the Mid-Atlantic states and lowered the

salinity of Chesapeake bay, wiping out hundreds of square miles of clam

and oyster beds, are natural in origin, but many others are caused by man.

Channel dredging and filling, once thought to be harmless, has caused the

erosion of thousands of acres of salt marsh by changing the flow rates, and
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Figure 4 4
Life history of shrimp that use estuaries «s mtrsery grounds. Adult shrimp spawn ofshore and the
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directions of channels. The upriver diversion of water for irrigation

has increased the salinities of many small estuaries.

4.2.2 Subtidal and Pelagic Communities

The distribution of subtidal benthic species is related to the nature

of the substrate. Gravelly or sandy bottoms are usually inhabited by

filter feeders. Crustacea such as amphipods, most bivalve mollusks, and

various coelenterates all either burrow into or settle on these substrates.

Detritus feeders  which swallow the substrate, digest whatever organic

material happens to be present, and excrete the rest! inhabit clay-silt

bottoms. Most prominent among these are some polychaete worms.

Wigley �961! surveyed the benthic fauna of Georges Sank. Striking

correlations were observed between the type of bottom sediment and the

quantity of benthic organisms. High abundance was associated with coarse

sediments, and low abundance was associated with fine sediments. By far

the greatest faunal weight was found in gravel and sandy gravel bottoms.

The biomass in the sandy gravel sediment was exceptionally high �300 gr/m !,2

due largely to the occurrence of dense beds of Modiolus modiolus, the

northern horse mussel. Low quantities occurred in sediments in which the

sand fraction was dominant. Lowest weight were found in clayey silt and

silty clay bottoms.

The relation of numbers of sp,ecimens to sediment classes was quite

similar to that for weight. Greatest numbers of specimens were found in

gravels and sands; fewest specimens occurred in sediments containing large
2

quantities of silt and clay. Organisms were most abundant �934/m ! in the

sand textural class. Gravel, sandy gravel, and gravely sand also rank high,

with the number of specimens ranging from 1513 to 1718/m . Except for the2

clayey sand category, in which the number of specimens averaged 1074/m2

the remaining textural classes  silty sand, sand-silt clay, sandy silt,
2

clayey silt, and silty clay! supported few specimens � 255 to 436/m
2

There were three areas of the Bank where a high density  >100 gm/m !

of benthic animals occurred; the northeast, south-central, and western. The

first two of these areas each consist essentially of one large contiguous
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area, whereas the third is a cluster of six relatively small high-density

patches.  Figure 4-5a and b!.

Each major faunal component has a somewhat different. and distinct

geographic density pattern. Crustaceans are most prevalent along the

western and southeastern parts of the bank; moderate quantities occur in

the northeast and southern sections. Mollusca are most abundant on the

northeast, south-central, and western portions. Echinoderms are especially

dense in the central portion, with moderate quantities occurring on the

bank's northeast, northwest, and south-central parts. Annelids are pre-

valent on the northeastern, south-central, and western sections. Annelida

are the only group abundant in Georges Basin, the deep-water area northwest

of Georges Bank. The benthic fauna of the Bank are composed by weight of

the following groups: Molluscs 41X, Echinoderms 3IX, Miscellaneous groups

17X, Annelids 6X and Crustaceans 5X.

The same sort of distributions are found in near shore waters. The

highly productive gravel bottom also serve at spawning grounds for demersal

fish close to shore, cod spawn in Massachusetts Bay over gravel areas off

Gloucester and Plymouth, Massachusetts.

Many near-shore subtidal benthic organisms are of great economic

tend to stay near the highly productive estuary areas in the summer; they

move slightly offshore in the winter months. Maine lobster fishing is

generally carried on within the 25 fathom contour the year round. Bay

scallops migrate into the area seasonally, and are also sought by commercial

fishermen.

The pelagic near-shore community differs little from that found in

the seaward waters of the Gulf of Maine. The phytoplankton and zooplankton

populations are described in detail by Bigelow  l924!, as are finfish by

Bigelow and Schroeder �953!. Some of the organic detritus found on the

bottom near shore results from dead plankton remains, although the majority

comes from detached seaweeds and grasses of the intertidal zone.



 a!
Geographic distribution of sediment fractions.

 b!

Geographic distribution of benthos.

Figure 4-5  from Wigley,1961!
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5. COMPOSITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CRUDE PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
5.I Introduction

Crude petroleum is a complex mixture of hundreds of chemical compounds
derived from biological matter which has accumulated in reservoirs in the

earth and been subject to physical and chemical processes extending over
millions of years. Petroleum from different geographical areas generally
contains the same compounds but with different percentage composition.
Because the biological effects of groups of similar compounds vary
significantly, it is essential to consider the relative abundance of the

various compounds in a particular crude oil or in a petroleum fraction which
enters the environment.

In order to unambiguously describe and distinguish between the many
organic compounds, a standard organic chemistry nomenclature has been

established. This naming system and a very brief introduction to organic
chemistry are discussed before describing crude petroleum. With this

information, the type of an organic compound and general characteristics can
be identified from the compound name.

5.2 An Introduction to Organic Chemistry

All organic compounds are composed of hydrogen and carbon; some also

contain oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and a variety of other less common elements.

Ring compounds with oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur or trace metals in theit

ring structures, are called heterocyclic compounds. Because most of the

compounds encountered in crude oil contain only carbon and hydrogen,

detailed discussion will be limited to these.

The properties of a compound  boiling point, solubility in water, etc.!

depend on the different elements present, the number of atoms of each

element in the molecule, and the structure that is formed when the atoms

of each element in the molecule, and the structure that is formed when the

atoms of each element in the molecule, and the structure that is formed

when the atoms bond together. The empirical formula of a compound, C H
x y

 where x is the number of carbon atoms and y is the number of hydrogen
atoms!, provides the number of atoms present, but says nothing about the
structure they form. Actually, for any given C H , there are usually many

x y'



possible structures, each having different properties. Thus, use of

the empirical formula does not provide an unambiguous way of distinguishing

between hydrocarbon molecules.

An internationally standardized systematic method for naming hydro-

carbons has been developed which can distinguish between any two structures.

Unfortunately, some compounds were named before their structures were

analyzed, so they have non-systematic names, which are still used.

A carbon atom has the ability to form four bonds to other atoms

 not necessarily carbon!, while a hydrogen can bond to only one other atom:

The simplest hydrocarbon is methane:

H

H-g-H
H

which has the empirical formula CH<.  Note that there are no possibilities
for other structures with the same empirical formula!.

Ethane, C2H6, is next in this series:

Table 5-1 indicates the general trends of this series of hydrocarbons.

Molecular weights incease by about 14 units as each CH unit is added.

Boiling points increase as molecular weight increases  note that pentane is

the smallest molecule which will remain a liquid at room temperature!.

The solubility data also reflects this. The value is normally given in grams

of the hydrocarbon which will dissolve in a million grams of water at room

temperature, but for methane, ethane, propane, and butane  which are gases

at room temperature and pressure! the value is given in cubic cm. of the

gas per 100 ml of water.

A pattern is also apparent in the names and empirical formulas. All

the empirical formulas fit the pattern C H . Also, all the names end in
n 2n+2'

-ane. The class of all compounds which have formulas of the form C H2
n 2n+2
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Table 5-1 Structure and Properties of Alkanes

a � in cm /100ml for gases; in grams/10 grams otherwise
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5.3 Composition of Petroleum

The composition of crude petroleum is usually described in terms

of hydrocarbons  compounds containing only carbon and hydrogen! and non-

hydrocarbons  organic compounds containing sulfer, oxygen, nitrogen or

trace metals!. Figure 5-1 illustrates the relative abundance of these

compounds in two different crude oils. The hydrocarbons are the principal

constituents usually exceeding 75K.

5.3.l Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbons found in crude oil may be classified as:

1! normal paraffins  n-alkanes!

2! branched chained paraffins  iso-alkanes!

3! cycloparaffins  cycloalkanes!

4! aromatics

5! naphtheno-aromatic  containing both aromatic and cycloalkane rings!

The relative composition in terms of increasi.ng molecular weight is

illustrated in Figure 5-2. The most dramatic change is the increase of

naph theno aromatic compounds with increasing boiling point and the relative

reduction of normal and branched chained paraffins. The range of hydrocarbon

composition is shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. The distribution of hydrocarbons

types by number of carbon atoms illustrates the wide variations that may occur.

Normal Naraffins containing from 1 to 33 carbon atoms  Cl � C3 ! have
been confirmed although compounds up to C78 have been identified. Paraffins
can make up to 25X of the composition of a crude petroleum. They tend to

tp D
predominate in the low boiling �0 � 230 C! portions of crude oil. They

usually have a large number of different configurations due to different

positions of the branch. ~C clo garaffins may constitute from 30 to 60/ of

the composition of petroleum. Although the relative abundance of cycloparaffins

does not change with boiling point  Figure 5-2! the type of compounds may

differ from crude to crude. The principal change is the number of rings.

Single cyclo-naphthenes form a ma]or part of the cycloparaffins although 2

to 6 rings are not unusual, and even 10 rings can be found in lubricating

oils. Aromatic ~com ounds contain one or more rings but have qufte different
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Figure 5-1 Distribution of non-hydrocarbon components in two
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Figure 5-3 Distribution of hydrocarbons in a light  Ordovician! crude oil.
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Figure 5-4 Distribution of hydrocarbons in a heavy  Tertiary!
crude oil.  By class and number af carbon atoms per molecule.!
 Bestougeff, 1967!
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properties than cyclohexane or other naphthenes. Benzene and benzene

derivatives are major constituents of crude oil. Alkyl benzenes with one

or more substituents are the major low boiling constituents. In the higher

boiling fractions tri- and polycyclic compounds are present. Polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons are found in rather small quantities in petroleum

aromatics form a major component of higher boiling petroleum fractions.

Most are substituted with the substituted benzene portion having short

chains  methyl or ethyl! and the cycloparaffin part longer alkyl chains.

5.3.2 Non-Hydrocarbons

Figure 5-1 illustrates the relative abundance of non-hydrocarbon com-

pounds. Sulfur content may range from 5X up to 30-40X sulfur compounds in

heavy crude. It is the most important heteroatom in petroleum and its

compounds are found in increasing quantities in the high molecular weight
0

portion of the crude  over 23I3 C!. ~Ox en compounds, acids, phenols, hetones,

esters constitute up to 2X of crude petroleum. As with sulfur oxygen com-

pounds increase with boiling point, the greatest fraction found in the
0

distillate over 400 C. Nitrogen is present only in 0.01 to 0.2X  a few

containing oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen and trace metals with molecular weights

in the range of 900-3000. They can represent a significant portion of the

crude, from 0 to 20X. Though their composition is not completely known they

are essentially layers of condensed aromatic and naphthenic rings containing

heterocyclic atoms connected by short n-paraffin chains. Most trace metals

of which chlorophyll is one, are of high molecular weight, and provide a

clue to petroleum's biological origins.

5.3.3 Classification by Boiling Point Distribution

An alternative approach to characterizing petroleum is by boiling

point distribution. Rather than consider chemical compound types specifical1y

broad boiling point fractions  distillation fractions! are used, each fraction

containing a variety of chemical compounds. This approach has been used by the
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American Petroleum Institute and U.S. Bureau of Mines because the

classification by boiling point relates directly to industrial fractionation

and petroleum products, such as gasoline, fuel oil and lubricants. The

relationship between the two methods of classification is illustrated in

Figure 5-2 and Table 5 � 2.
0

The gas fraction  b.p.<40 C! is of little interest for our purposes.
0 0

Gasoline boils between 40 to 180 C. It contains n-paraffins from C6 to
C , but also has substantial portions of branched paraffins, cycloparaffins

0
and alkyl aromatics. Kerosene boils from 180 to 230 C. It contains

n-paraffins C and C , and a substantial proportion of alkyl benzenes,

O 0
boils between 230 and 305 C and contains n-paraffins from C to C

Akylbenzenes, naphthalenes, naphthenes and naphtheno-aromatics are major

components. Heav as oil and li ht lubricatin distillate boils between
O 0

305 to 405 C and contains n-paraf fins from C to C . A number of tri-

and tetra-cyclo aromatic compounds are present  napththalenes, anthracenes,

phenanthrenes, pyrene, fluorenes!, and naphtheno-aromatics such as

cyclo-pentenophenanthrene. Increasing percentage of sulfur, oxygen and

nitrogen compounds are present. Both diesel fuel and fuel oil are blended

mixtures of the boiling point fractions and have similar boiling range,
a O

170 C to 370 C respectively. They include kerosene, light gas oil, heavy

gas oil, and light lubricating distillate fractions discussed above.
0 0

Lubricant fraction boils from 405 C to 515 C and contains very small

amounts of C � C n-paraffins. It is essentially naphthenes with 3 to

6 rings, multiple ring naphtheno-aromatics, and heterocyclic compounds.

Smith �968! discusse~s the composition of crude oils in terms of boiling

point distribution also. However, his terminology and boiling point defini-

tion for various fractions is slightly different than that given above,

which conforms to API usage.

5.4 Oil Weathering

Oil is a complex mixture of many chemical compounds and the characteristii

of spilled oil are altered significantly by evaporation, dissolution,
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Table 5-2  Rossini, 1960!
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microbial and chemical oxidation  Dean, 1968; Blumer and Sass, l972! .

Blumer and Sass �972! and Blumer, et. al ~ �972! have recently reported

data which clearly demonstrate the extent of these various degradation

processes. Because the varying constituents of oil are affected at different

rates by these "weathering" forces the relative composition  and therefore

biological effects! of the spilled oil also varies.

The large number of individual compounds in crude oil precludes the

consideration of the weathering of each one separately. Alternatively,

compounds are grouped according to number of carbons and hydrocarbon type

in boiling point ranges that correspond closely to the product calssifica-

tion of API  Table 5-2!. Table 5-3 surmnarizes this grouping and indicates

estimates of the range of physical/chemical constants for each fraction.

The eight fractions selected provide flexibility in characterizing oil,

especially with respect to biological effects both short- and long-term,

without confusing the problem with excessive data. Nore detailed

breakdowns are possible and could be warranted in some cases. The

role of each weathering component is briefly described below  Blurner, 1970!.

and 5, Table 5-3! but leads to little or no fractionation between hydro-

carbons of the same boiling point that belong to different structural

series.

Dissolution also removes preferentially the lower molecular weight

components of an oil. However, aromatic hydrocarbons have a higher

solubility than n-paraffins of the same boiling point.

Biochemical  microbial! attack affects compounds within a much

wider boiling range than evaporation and dissolution. Hydrocarbons within

the same homologous series are attacked roughly at the same rates. Normal

paraffins are most readily degraded. In gas chromatograms this type of de-

gradation manifests itself as a lowering of the ratios between straight

chain and adjacent branched paraffins. Extended biochemical degradation

then results in gradual removal of the branched alkanes. Cycloalkanes

and aromatic hydrocarbons  fractions 3-8! are more resistant and disappear

at a much slower rate.

Chemical de radation processes of oil during weathering are not well

understood. However, the overall result appears analogous to that
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Table 5-3  continued!

a � for further detail see:

l. Bestougeff, M.A. in Nagy, Bartholomew and Colombo, Funda-
mental As ects of Petroleum Geochemistr , Elsevier Publishing
Company, New York, New York, 1967.

2. Rossini, Fredrick D., H drocarbons in Petroleum, Journal of
Chemical Education, Vol. 37, No. 11, November 1960.

3. Smith, H.M. ualitatitive and uantitative As ects of Crude Oil

b � taken or estimated from:

1. Handbook of Ph sics and Chemistr

2. Ph sical Chemical Constants for Or anic Com ounds

c � taken or estimated from:

1. Klevens, H.B., Solubilization of Pol c clic H drocarbons,
Journal of Petroleum Chem., 54:283-298 �950!

2. Peake, Eric, and G.W. Hodgson, Alkanes in A ueous S stems.
II. The Accommodation of C12-C13 n-Alkanes in Distilled Water,
J. Am. Oil Chemists' Society, Vol. 44, pp. 696-702, Dec. 1967.

3. McAuliffe, Clayton, Determination of Dissolved H drocarbons in
Subsurface Brines, Chem. Geol., 4�969!, 225-233.

Gerarde, H.W., Toxicolo & Biochemistr of Aromatic H dro-
carbons, Elsevier Publishing, London, 1960.
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obtained in technical oxidation processes  e.g. "blowing" of asphalt! .

Oxidation affects most readily the aromatic hydrocarbons of intermediate

and h igh er mo lee u1 ar w ei gh t.

The ef f ect of these weathering processes is the rapid �8-96 hour
0

time period! depletion of lower boiling fractions  boiling point <250 C!

from a spilled slick by evaporation and dissolution and slow degradation

 in terms of years! of higher boiling fractions by microbial and chemical

oxidation. Figures 5-5, 5-6 and 5-7 illustrate the rate at which these

weathering processes occur. In Figure 5-5 the loss rate by evaporation

and dissolution of C hydrocarbons, which is representative of fractions

1, 3 and 5, is illustrated. The data is replotted as a function of wind

speed in Figure 5-6. From these figures the total rate of loss can be
.2S -1

estimated to be approximately .5+.Se  in days ! where, S is the

wind speed in knots. Temperature also plays an important role, but data

to include temperature effects is not available. Figure 5-7 illustrate the

microbial degradation of higher boiling fractions using data on n -C17
 heptadecane!. Because pristane is not degraded until after n-C is

oxidized, the ratio of these two is a measure of microbial oxidation.

Fractions boiling higher than n-C have degradation rates orders of magni-
17

tude slower than that ob tained f or n-C  ~. 01/day! .

From the point of view of the biological eff ects of oil, dissolution

is a particularly important weathering process. First, it leads to rapid

depletion of spilled oiI. of significant portions of the highly toxic, low

boiling fractions. Secondly, however, the depletion in the slick by dis-

solution implies presence of these hydrocarbons as dissolved materials in

water. Table 5 � 3 provides sufficient data to compare the solubility

characteristics of a wide variety of hydrocarbon mixtures including the

crude oils given in Table 2-1, petroleum products and various solvents. Any

one of these materials can be characterized by percentage composition of

the eight fractions' Using the solubility data it is then possible to estimate

the amount of the various fractions that could actually go into solution in

any given situation. Table 5-4 summarizes estimates of these data.



Table 5-4 Estimated X Composition  by weight! and
Comparison of Solubilities For Various
Petroleum Substances

a. Boylan and Tripp �971!; Kuwait and kerosene extracts

b. Kuhnhold �970!; medium crude extract

c. Table values for BP 1002 would be similar to kerosene
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6. EFFECTS OF OIL ON MARINE ORGANISMS

6.1 Introduction

An examination of the effects of oil on biological systems must begin

with a discussion of the influences of oil on individual organisms. Determina-

tion of effects on higher levels of the biological hierarchy  populations, etc.!

are then possible, but more diffi.cult. Section 6.1.1 establishes terminology

and a general outline of oil effects on individuals and the transmission of

the harmful effects of oil through higher biological levels  populations,

communities, and ecosystems!. Detailed assessments of the sensitivities to

oil, and identification of critical concentrations for various marine organisms

is included in Section 6.2.

6.l.l A Framework

6.1.1.1 Individuals

An individual organism is a complex structure consisting of many inter-

connected components: cells join together to form organs, which perform

specialized functions; organs form less specialized systems; systems act to-

gether to maintain the whole organism. The first level at which a clear

division is possible is the individual cell. The cell membrane serves as a

highly selective barrier, allowing necessary substances into the cell, block-

ing out unwanted substances. It is an active process; the membrane uses

energy to select between substances. Within the cell, specialized structures

called organelles carry out the metabolic biochemical processes of the cell

 e.g. respiration, photosynthesis, cell division!. Enzymes play an essential

role, speeding up biochemical reactions and allowing the cell to function. The

direct contact of a harmful substance  e.g. a virus particle or oil! with an

individual cell either kills the cell or is not harmful and the cell continues

with its normal operations. Thus, at the level of each individual cell, the

effects of a pollutant tend to be an "all or none" response.
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Hydrocarbons may disrupt the cell in several ways including alteration

of the cell membrane and the inhibiting of enzymes and other metabolically

important molecules within the cell. Hydrocarbons are known to disrupt the

lipid  fatty molecule! layer of the cell membrane, increasing its permeability

 the ability for molecules to pass back and forth through the membrane! and

causing death through the loss of vital cell components. Some organisms are

able to resist the effect of crude oil because of their ability to metabolize

 break down and oxidize! the hydrocarbons which enter the cells, and, in some

cases, the ability of their cell membranes to resist the intrusion of hydro-

carbons altogether.

In general, the low-boiling aromatic and aromatic derivative components

of crude oil have proven to be the most toxic. However, low boiling straight

chain  paraffins! hydrocarbons �0-12 carbons! may also cause a narcotic

effect, In general, the water soluble  therefore, low boiling! fractions cause

the toxic responses.

If cells are disrupted by oil, there is the possibility that the organs

or organ systems which are composed of cells may also be disrupted. For the

purposes of this study, any disruption at or below cellular level is defined

as a cellular effect, while any disruption above the cellular level dealing with

Examples of physiological processes are blood circulation, secretion of diges-

tive juices, and blood purification by filtration through the kidneys. Processes

that are under instinctive and/ar voluntary control are defined as behavioral.

Examples are feeding and reproduction.

This categorization of oil effects is not always satisfactory. The death

of cells may or may not disrupt organ functions which in turn may or may not

alter the operation of the organ system, and so on. Each of these possibilities
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depends on many factors, such as the composition and amount of oil, the

sensitivities of the cell, organ and physiological system, the sensitivities

of the cells in other physiological systems, and interactions among systems

affected by the oil. Furthermore, cellular, physiological and behavioral effects

are strongly linked. For example, if impulse transmission between cells in the

nervous system is affected by oil, the behavior of the organism may be upset.

Thus, the entry of oil into cells kills the organism or disrupts its behavior.

A series of cascading effects in the individual organism leading fram cellular

through physiological to behavioral disruption undoubtedly exists for each

organism that is sensitive to oil, the magnitude of the disruption being related

to the particular organism.'s sensitivity to the oil,

In order to better describe the specific effects of oil on an individual

organism five responses can be identified: l! lethal toxicity; 2! sub-lethal

disruption of physiological or behavioral activities; 3! the effects of direct

coating by oil; 4! incorporation of hydrocarbons in organisms which cause taint-

ing and/or accumulation of hydrocarbons in food chains; and 5! changes in bio-

logical habitats.

Lethal toxicity refers to the direct interference by hydrocarbons with

cellular and sub-cellular processes, expecially membrane activities, leading

to organism death. Sub � lethal disruption also refers to interference with cellu-

lar and physiological processes but does not include effects causing immediate

death. The most important effects in this category are disruption of behavior,

especially feeding and reproduction. The effects of direct coating do not result

from biochemical interference of oil with cellular activities. The primary

effects are smothering or mechanical interference with activities such as move-

ment and feeding. The incorporation of hydrocarbons in organisms is of interest

for two reasons: l! because of potential accumulation of polycyclic aromatic
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hydrocarbons  PAH!, especially carcinogens, in various marine organisms; and 2!

tainting of edible organisms with hydrocarbons. Habitat changes include effects

from both oil spill and non-oil spill events. This group of effects consists

of changes in the physical or chemical environment, which result in significant

shifts in species composition and geographic distribution in the region of

concern.

The relationship between cellular, physiological, and behavioral effects

and toxicity, sublethal effects, coating, hydrocarbon incorporation and habitat

changes are summarized in Table 6-1. Effects which alter behavioral patterns

do not usually cause death directly, although an organism may be more susceptible

to predation due to abnormal behavior. At the cellular level, hydrocarbons are

usually either toxic to individual cells or have no direct effect at all. Weather-

ed oil consists of high molecular weight hydrocarbons and is not transported into

the cell, but may suffocate the organism by cutting off its source of oxygen.

Habitat changes are usually caused by weathered oil which changes sediment tex-

tural characteristics.

6.1.1.2 Higher Levels of Organization

The impact of oil at each successive level of biological organization

 individual, population, community and ecosystem! is dependent on the impact at

the previous level plus other variables unique to each level. Unfortunately the

basic principles governing organization at each level are not that well under-

stood  Section 3! and the ultimate assessments of impacts on an ecosystem are

very difficult to quantify.

Most marine organisms are "r" strategists  Section 3.2.2!: they lay

millions of eggs in the hope that a few will survive to adult reproductive age.

For most "r" strategists, the species population survives even if only a few

adults survive and reproduce. Within a few generations, the population is able

to return to normal size. However, if a stress is constantly present, the popu-

lation may not recover.
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Table 6-1 Important Possible Effects of Oil
.~n Individual Organisms



Beyond the population Level, any inference about the effects of oil on

interactions between populations  I. e., a community! becomes difficult. Species

interactions within a community form an exceedingly complex dynamic system.

Even if the sizes of the different populations and their interactive links are

known, it is seldom possible to predict the size of a given population at a given

time. However, it may be possible to estimate the general trends that the com-

munity structure might follow, using simplifying assumptions about the community

structure and the nature of the pollution. For example, Figure 3-5 schematically

shows several difierent types of community structures arranged in trophic webs.

Consider the trophic web captioned as "herbivore attacked by many species of

parasites and predator". Under the toxic influence of oil, the number of indi-

viduals in the herbivore population could be greatly reduced. Because herbivores

feed on plants and other animals feed on herbivores, the effects of oil could be

serious for the other organisms, even though they are not directly affected.

The plants having nothing around to eat them would overgrow t' he environment.

The predators, on the other hand, would die off due to starvation.

Actually, no community is as well-defined as our hypothetical example.

For example, pollock, herring, and mackerel eat their own and each other's eggs

snd larvae, as well as copepods. The fish larvae eat phytoplankton as well as

each other. If this community was actually found in the sea, another herbivore,

resistant to the concentration of oil which killed off the copepods, would pro-

bably migrate in, and would graze on the phytoplankton while serving as food

for the carnivores at the same time. However, the structure of the community

would be altered.

In any case, the impact on higher levels or organization is very dependent

on the specific community structure of the area studied. Therefore, further

discussion of these impacts is deferred to Section 8, in which the impacts of

specific hypothetical events in the Machias Bay region are considered.
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6.l.2 Data Base

Before discussing the documented responses of organisms to oil, it is

necessary to review the experimental procedures which provide the data base.

Although a substantial number of studies have been carried out, investigating

various biological aspects of oil pollution, there have been no comprehensive

systematic studies of the whole problem as yet. In addition, there is a lack of

standardization of the results of various studies. Accurate measurements have

not been made of the concentration and composition of crude petroleum in solution,

and the concentration and composition of fractions of petroleum in the bodies

of animals and plants tested. Thus, in most cases, important pieces of informa-

tion that provide the basis for comparison of different studies are missing.

The complexity of petroleum substances amplifies this problem and makes it

difficult to accurately analyze and specifically attribute biologically observed

effects to even a limited fraction of the crude petroleum. Finally, a number

of physical and biological processes significantly change the composition of

crude petroleum over time, adding further difficulties. Despite these problems,

there is enough information available to intelligently discuss various effects,

the specific sensitivities of representative biological organisms, and draw some

conclusions about the overall effects of crude petroleum and petroleum products.

I.aboratory experiments are designed to examine the biological consequences

of the controlled exposure of plants and animals to specific concentrations of

pollutants. These experiments normally consist of a number of animals or plants

of a particular species  e.g. fish, shellfish, algae! being placed in a large

tank in which they are exposed to water or sea ~ster containing petroleum

components. The organisms are allowed to remain in the tank for varying periods

of time  from minutes to hours!, and then removed and, if still alive, may be

placed in non-polluted water for varying periods.



Most studies evaluate the so-called acute ~toxicit , which is reported as

the dose required to kill a specified percentage  usually 50X! of the test

organisms during the exposure period. Various notations are used, such as

XLC , y LD or g TM , where X denotes the exposure period in hours and y denotes

the percentage killed tX LD is used in this report!. For example, 8LD would

be the dose required to kill 50 percent of the test organisms in 8 hours. In

a few experiments, the organisms that survive the acute effects are observed

for longer periods of time  days to weeks! and long-term toxicity and sub-lethal

effects evaluated. Todd, et al. �972! and Whittle and Blumer �910! have re-

ported the only extensive experiments which deal explicitly with the influence

of sub-lethal concentration on behavior, survival, reproduction and community

structure.

There are several severe limitations to the usefulness of experiments

such as those described above. Most importantly, no standard experimental

methods have been developed, especially with respect to petroleum fractions

media monitoring. The variability of composition, limited solubility and

weathering of petroleum products require that the soluble fractions in the

media be measured during the toxicity tests. However, this is almost never
done. As a result, comparison of data is extremely difficult because different
petroleum substances and different methods of addition  surface film, emulsion,

etc.! are utilized in different experiments. Furthermore, the organisms are

subjected to unnatural conditions and deprived of important interactions with

other species and other normal environmental conditions.

Concentrations of hydrocarbons in the tissues of test organisms, before

and after the exposure to oil, are rarely determined. The gas chromatography

and spectroscopy equipment used in analyzing hydrocarbons is expensive and

relatively complex, thus inhibiting widespread application to oil toxicity

studies. Because these analytical techniques have not been extensively used
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as yet, little data are available relating to background concentrations of

hydrocarbons in the environment and in the tissues of individual species.

Even if hydrocarbon concentrations in animal tissues are measured after

exposure, they are often reported in a form which makes comparisons with other

studies difficult. Hydrocarbon concentrations are reported in the literature

as grams per kilogram of dry weight tissue, or grams per kilogram of wet weight

tissue, thus leaving to the reader the task of determining what percentage of

the test organism is water. Frequently, the petroleum additive is described in

the literature merely as "oil", "light crude oil", "mineral oil", etc., omitting

the important information about composition especially soluble fractions.

Due to these shortcomings, the primary value of laboratory experiments

is to establish order of magnitude boundary conditions on lethal toxicity. That

is, concentrations of various substances can be identified which, if signifi-

cantly exceeded, have a high probability of killing the organism of interest.

Only a limited number of experiments on plants and animals in the field

have been undertaken, They consist of spraying or pouring crude oil, weathered

crude oil, or petroleum products on specific areas in salt marshes or various

coastal areas. Changes in fauna or flora are noted for various periods after

their exposures. Spraying may be repeated at different time intervals over a

period of months or years. The results are normally described as quantitative

changes of numbers and density  number of organisms per unit area! of animals

or plants present. In general, field experiments have the advantage of taking

place in a "natural' habitat, thus allowing complex effects related to survival

in an ecosystem to be evaluated. However, they are less quantitative and con-

trolled. Frequently, the concentration of oil applied per unit area is not

known precisely. In addition, although the experiments take place in a natural

setting, they may be so restricted in size that significant effects are not
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observed. A number of variables, such as predators, weather conditions, and

physiochemical changes, cannot be controlled, and frequently are not noted

in the literature. Major salinity changes because of runoff from heavy rains

occurred in the Santa Barbara Channel at the same time as the oil spill. It is

difficult to distinguish between deaths attributed to "natural" changes and those

due to oil.

Extensive data is available from studies following actual accidental

spills. Unfortunately prior examinations of the flora and fauna affected is

usually not available. Typically these studies describe the organisms remaining

and their recovery, but do not include estimates of the concentration of hydro-

carbons to which the organisms were exposed. Often, dead organisms are counted,

although only rarely are hydrocarbon concentrations in their tissues measured.

The actual impact of a spill is highly dependent on weather conditions, time of

year, local hydrography and physiography, and the area's previous history of oil

spills. The length of time between release of the oil and its coming ashore

are rarely directly stated in the literature. However, the extent of weather-

ing that the slick has undergone can usually be ascertained by closely examining

the description of the accident causing the spill which usually precedes dis-

cussion of biological effects in the article.

6.2 Effects of Oil on Individual Organisms

Assessments of the various effects of oil on individual organisms is

summarized in the paragraphs below. For each of the five classifications of

effects  see Section 6.1! data reported in the literature is summarized for

several organism categories including: flora  phytoplankton, kelp, marsh

grasses, etc.!, pelagic fauna  finfish, crustaceans, larvae, etc.! and benthic

fauna  molluscs, crustaceans, etc.!
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6. 2. 1 Lethal Toxicity

The data summaries for toxic responses  Tables 6-2 through 6- 9! follow a

standard format. For each organism or group of similar organisms the tables

specify the common and scientific names, the type of experiment  laboratory,

field or actual spill incident!, the substance and amount used or spilled, an

estimate of the actual amount of aromatic derivatives in solution, the test

duration, the reported response, a reference citation and general remarks. Be-

cause toxic responses result almost exclusively from the saluble fractions of

oil, it is important to determine the concentration of soluble hydrocarbons.

In almost all reported cases this information is not provided, The estimates

compare a variety of petroleum substances, and from the description of experi-

mental methods given by the original authors. Soluble paraffin fractions are

not included, because only the very low bailing fractions  less than C ! are

toxic and even these only in nearly saturated solutions  Goldacre, 1968; Nelson-

Smith, 1970! which would not be obtained under test or field conditions with

petroleum mixtures.

6. 2. 1. I Flora

Table 6-2 summarizes the toxic response of marine flora to hydrocarbons.

Phytoplankton sensitivities vary over a wide range. A few species are apparent-

ly sensitive to concentrations of soluble aromatic derivatives  SAD! as low as

1 ppm. However, most species are unharmed by concentrations of 100 ppm or high-

er, Kelp are affected similarly. Note that Wilber �968! reports no effects on

kelp by the paraffin hexane �0 ppm!, but significant effects of the aromatics

benzene and toluene �0 ppm!. Kelp and other macrophytes can be expected to be

reasonably resistant due to excretion of mucous substances, which coat the stems

and fronds of the plant, preventing damage. Most data for the response of marsh
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grasses deals with effects of coating  Section 6.2.1.3!. However, it is reason-

able to assume that a toxic response to SAD concentrations of 10-100 ppm. Baker

 in Cowell, 1971! provides a summary of the effects of oils on plant physiology.

The long-tern impact of spilled oils on plants depends on both toxic and coat-

ing effects, frequency of coating, and on the time of year.

6.2.1.2 Pelagic Fauna

For the purposes of discussing oil effects on individuals, pelagic fauna

are divided into finfish, larvae of all marine organisms  except those few with

benthic larvae! and pelagic crustaceans. Data on finfish toxicity  Table 6-3!

is not extensive and only a few species indigenous to the Gulf of Maine have

been used in experiments. The data is not very conclusive, but an estimate of

a toxic threshold of 5-50 ppm SAD seems reasonable, especially in light of the

data reported by Wilber �968!. Because finfish avoid contaminated areas  Nel-

son-Smith, 1971!!, there has not been a strong interest in the toxic response

of these organisms.

The toxic effects of oil on larval stages of many marine organisms have

been much more extensively studied  Table 6-4!. Several investigators report

that larvae appear to be 10 � 100 times more sensitive than adults  Mironov, 1968;

Kuhnhold, 1970; Corner, et al, 1968!, Typical concentration of SAD causing

lethal toxicity are ,1-1 ppm. However, at the lower concentrations death may

be a delayed response. Typically the larvae may develop abnormally, leading to

death several weeks after exposure. In a non-laboratory environment, such mal-

developed individuals are much more susceptible to predation, competition and

other secondary effects. It is also interesting to note that larvae tend to be

more sensitive than eggs. Apparently, this is due to the protection afforded

the embryo by the chorion.

Table 6-5 summarizes the sparse data reported on the toxicity of pelagic

crustaceans  shrimp and copepods!. The critical concentrations may be
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somewhat lower than those for fish and 1-10 ppm SAD is probably the lower

threshold. Smith �968! suggests that because of the small size  a few milli-

meters! of many pelagic crustaceans, toxicity may be a function of size. That

is, the larger individuals are possibly more resistant.

6.2.1.3 Benthic Fauna

The benthic fauna are divided into four categories: gastropods  snails,

limpets, etc.!, bivalves  shellfish!, crustaceans  shrimp, lobsters, etc.! and

all others  worms, anemones, etc.!. Apparently gastropods are the most resis-

tant and crustaceans are the most sensitive.

Host gastropods studied  Table 6-6! indicate a rather high resistance to

hydrocarbon toxicity and periwinkles  Littorina littorea!, the common intertidal

snail, is apparently very resistant. The critical concentration may be 100-200 ppm

or more. Limpets  Patella vulgata! demonstrate the only significant deviation

and appear to have a critical threshold concentration of less than 5. ppm. The

relatively high resistance of gastropods may be due to secretion of a mucous

substance  Shelton, 1971 !.

Bivalves, including oysters, clams, cockles and mussels are moderately

resistant to oil  Table 6-7!. The ability to close their shells and seal off

the ambient water mass acts as an effective protection mechanism. However, this

closed condition cannot be maintained indefinitely and, in fact, cockles tend

to "gape" making them more susceptible  Simpson> 1968 !. Typical critical con-

centrations for most bivalves is 5-50 ppm SAD.

Both benthic crustaceans and other miscellaneous benthic organisms

 Tables 6-8 and 6-9! are apparently fairly sensitive to SAD. Threshold concen-

trations appear to be 1-10 ppm of SAD. Burrowing organisms may also be threatened

by alterations in the substrate texture and structure. However, these considera-

tions are discussed in Section 6.2.5.
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6.2.1.4 Summary of Toxicity Data

Table 6-10 summarizes the review of toxicity data. For each group of

organisms the estimated range of critical concentrations for various petroleum

substances are shown. The estimates of P2 Fuel Oil and Fresh Crude are based

on information summarized in Table 5-4.

6.2.2 Sub-Lethal Effects on Behavior

Most marine organisms depend upon a complex set of behavioral characteristics

to maintain a normal life pattern. Many of these behavioral patterns, especially

feeding and reproduction, involve communication based on chemical clues called

pheromones. Chemical communication has been extensively studied in insects, but

only recently has significant attention been given to marine animals. However,

sufficient information is available to draw tentative conclusions regarding

the possible effects of oil on chemical communication.

Early studies by several investigators  see Hasler> 1970 ! focused on

migration habits and territory recognition by fish, especially salmon. More

recent work has focused on feeding, reproduction and social behavior in fish and

lobsters  Todd, et al., 1972!. In addition, Whittle and Blumer �970! have in-

vestigated the role of pheromones in predation by starfish. Extrapolation of the

results of these laboratory experiments to natural environments is extremely

difficult  probably more so than toxicity tests!. The objective of the experi-

ments is to assess behavioral characteristics, however, the organisms are placed

in very "unnatural" environments , which likely disrupt behavior in themselves.

In addition, the chemical clues are apparently extremely subtle and occur in

very low concentrations, which makes actual identification difficult. Intro-

duction of foreign substances may in fact block these communication signals, but

1
Todd, et al. �972! have attempted to alleviate some of these problems by
using large aquariums and several species of organisms simultaneously.
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TABLE 6-10 Summary of Toxicity Data

1 � Soluble aromatic derivatives  aromatics and napthenoaromatics!
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the foreign chemicals may also induce other behavioral responses, only indirectly

disrupting normal communications.

The most remarkable part of the utilization of pheromones is that they are

recognized at extremely low concentrations. Whittle and Blumer �970! found

starfish react to oyster extracts in concentrations of parts per billion. Sea

lamprey can respond to specific chemicals  amines! at 20 parts per billion,

hydra and coelenterates respond to glutathibne at 30 ppb, and eels recognize

8-phenylethyl alcohol at concentrations on the order of molecules. Clearly

some marine animals have extremely sensitive olfactory and taste organs. Nore

remarkable is the specificity of the animal's response, being able to differen-

tiate among a myriad of compounds in sea water. The apparent reliance on the

ability to differentiate between chemical clues raises serious questions about

the effect of blocking of the chemical receptions, the masking of chemical clues,

and the substitution of "false" chemical clues.

One of the most significant set of studies has been carried out by Todd,

et al. �972!, examining the bullhead fish which has an extremely complex set

of social behaviors. The bullhead is capable of differentiating between species

and can even recognize individual fish � making paring relationships possible.

Many fish which live in schools have no individual relationships or social struc-

ture. The Bullhead lives in communal life with clear social functions among

dominant and subordinate individuals.  Todd attributes this highly complex

behavior to subtle chemical clues.!

Todd has found that the bullhead brain has enlarged olfactory  smell! lobes

perfprms a highly integrative function for the senses. Other f ish have less

developed olfactory areas, and less complex behavior. He concludes that com-

plex behavior is related to a highly developed capability of smell; taste is

basically utilized for feeding function, To test this hypothesis the olfactory
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and the taste organs were destroyed and the bullhead's behavior analyzed. The

results show that the bullhead suffered marked loss of the capability of social

behavior  mates were attacked and unrecognized! when the olfactory area was

destroyed. This indicates significant dependence on chemical clues to maintain

complex behavior.

In experiments with lobsters, Todd found that lobsters were attracted and then

repulsed by soluble aromatic components of kerosene but that straight chained paraf-

fins had no noticeable influence. Kerosene and the branched and cyclic paraffins

induced searching and feeding behavior. Kerosene, polar aromatics, and branched

cyclic fractions also initiated agitated grooming behavior. Conceivably,lob-

sters could be attracted to an oil spill because of the polar aromatic component

and the other components of crude oil could disrupt social organization and in-

dividual behavior patterns, or even cause lethal or sub-lethal effects from

exposure.

Todd has postulated an inverse relationship between physiological

toughness and behavioral complexity, i.e. the more complex the behavior patterns

for a fish, the lower the adaptability  resistance! to stress  pollution!. The

most complex behavioral species will have difficulty producing highly resistant

strains in a stressed area, i.e. the adaptation of these species will take

place but not as successfully as species with simpler  less complex! behavior

patterns. Moreover, Todd expresses the proposition that there is a relationship

between increased behavioral complexity and ecological complexity. The most

complex behavioral species appear in the most stable, mature, i.e. diverse,

ecosystem. Therefore he postulates the vulnerability of an ecosystem to stress

is related to behavioral complexity, i,e. there is increased vulnerability of

an ecosystem with increasing numbers of behaviorally complex species which can

only appear in mature ecosystems.
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The validity of these conclusions is uncertain without more data. It

is evident that individual species dependent upon many chemical clues to

maintain complex behavior are particularly vulnerable  if Todd's experiments

can be generalized!, but there is no indication that they are less able to

adapt over time to environmental changes than less behaviorally complex

species. In fact, population and community 1evel survival may be enhanced

due to behavioral complexity. A mature ecosystem typically contains behavior-

ally complex species which is usuaLly more diverse and stable. Thus, while

it may contain a larger number of individually vulnerable species, the mature

ecosystem, because of its diversity of animals and plants, should be better

able to absorb stress than less mature, i.e., less diverse systems.

In reviewing the field of chemical communication in marine organisms, and

assessing their vulnerability to crude oil a few conclusions can be drawn. How-

ever, they must be tempered with the realization that the field is not extensively

developed and most of the experiments are preliminary. Field conditions may

considerably alter behavioral responses and circumstances of exposure, thus

either enhancing or diminishing effects while revealing new problems. Moreover,

higher boiling hydrocarbons have not been used in any experiments, and it is

this portion of crude oil that is the long term contaminant of the environment.

Apparently, disruption can occur from relatively Low concentrations of

petroleum substances  LO-100 ppb!. However, the toxic properties of the low

boiling component may be more important than the chemical communication disrup-

tion. More importantly it is unclear whethe'r the behavioral changes that might

occur can lead to permanent damage to individuals and populations.



The extent of chemical communications in marine animals is substantial

and plays an essential role in behavior. Although the present evidence for

the effects of crude petroleum on chemical communication is limited, the

problem in terms of long term effects related to successful adaptation or

survival could be serious. Any introduction of large quantities of hundreds

of chemical compounds should be a cause for concern, requiring both accelera-

ted experimentation examining possible consequences and a sense of caution

in decision-making regarding any new possible modes of release into the

marine environment.

6.2.3 Incorporation of Hydrocarbons

The most important effect of oil on marine organisms from the point of

view of public health is the incorporation of hydrocarbons in food chains,

There is ample evidence that a variety of marine organisms do, in fact, in-

corporate and accumulate hydrocarbons  Blumer, 1970; Lee, 1972; Zobell, 1971!.

Incorporation of hydrocarbons themselves apparently does not effect the

organisms directly. However, two problems are important to man: 1! accumu-

lation in organisms of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, especially carcinogens;

and 2! tainting of edible species.

The introduction and dispersal of carcinogenic compounds into the

environment has been of increasing general concern over the last few decades.

Besides the increase of lung cancer related to air pollution and smoking,

there has been a steady rise in many types of cancer in the U.S. and other

industrialized countries. While much of the increase can be attributed to

successful prevention and treatment of other formerly fatal diseases � influ-

enza, typhoid, tuberculosis � and the consequent increase in life span and

the older population, part is related to increasing environmental contaminants

from a number of sources � automobiles, industrial waste, food additives, etc.
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Crude petroleum and its fractions contain hundreds of compounds, most of

which are not carcinogenic. However, petroleum also contains polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons  PAH! and other individual compounds, some of which are

proven carcinogens.

6.2.3.l Cancer and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Compounds

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons  PAH! are multi-ring aromatic compounds.

The most carcinogenically active compounds are found in substituted tri �!

and tetra �! cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Some penta �!, hexa �!, and

higher cyclic compounds are also included. PAH were identified as the active

carcinogens in petroleum and coal products and residues, e.g ~ petroleum as-

phalt, coal tar, soot, lubricating oils, which caused increased incidents of

skin cancer in exposed workpeople. It was found that oil containing more

than 0.03K polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon  PAH! with 4 or more rings caused

cancer.  Gerarde, 1960!

The carcinogenic properties of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are

attributed in part to the presence of certain chemical structures in the

compound. The mode of action appears to be chemical rather than physical

and may relate to the properties of hydroxylyzed metabolit es  compounds

formed from the original compound! or mutagenic  mutation-causing ability!

properties of carcinogens or their metabolites to disrupt cellular growth.

Given the specific properties needed for carcinogenic activity, it is impor-

tant to ascertain whether these compounds are changed in the food chain, and

if they are, into what products.

PAH carcinogens occur naturally in a variety of plants, and are

distributed throughout the food chain. Fresh water algae have been found to

synthesize a variety of PAN carcinogenic campoongs. Algae Chlorella ~vol aria,

which synthesizes several PAH's, was found to contain 10-50 !ug/kg  dry weight!



of PAH compounds. Apparently PAH carcinogens are growth stimulants in plants,

and their carcinogenic potency appears to be related to their growth stimu-

lating power. PAH have been found to increase 10-100 fold after germination

in higher plants. In phytoplankton, production of aliphatic and aromatic

hydrocarbons including carcinogenic PAH's, may be as much as three tons per

year per square kilometer. Anaerobic bacteria synthesize appreciable quanti-

ties of hydrocarbons including 3, 4-benzpyrene, 1, 2-benzathrene, 3, 4- and

10 bensfluoranthene. Specifically the bacteria Clostridlun 2utrida as-

similates lipids of dead plankton and forms 120 to 800 pg benzpyrene  BP!

per kilogram of plankton material  dry weight!. Thus a large number of

"natural" sources of carcinogenic compounds exist, confusing the distinction

between "natural" or contaminated areas.

The wide distribution resulting from natural and man-made sources is

illustrated by benzpyrene  HP!, an ex'tensive1y studied carcinogen  Zobell

�971!!. BP has been found in marine sediments, fish, shellfish, and plank-

ton in both contaminated  Europe and American! and uncontaminated  Greenland!

areas. Blumer found 40-1300 pg/kg BP in soil that he considered uncontami-

nated. Table 6-11 shows the range of concentrations of HP for a variety

of marine animals, plants and sediments, and other categories. The uncon-

taminated general level of food is put at 10-20 pg of BP per kilogram  dry

weight!. Although most concentrations of BP in the environment are low,

contamination of sediment can reach 5ppm, and in marine animals about 1/10

that level. From Table 6-11 the presence of BP in the sediment and marine

flora and fauna in the same area is indicated, thus demonstrating that

contamination of the sediment may lead to contamination of marine organisms.

However, significant concentrations are also found in organisms from uncon-

taminated areas such as the coast of Greenland. In discussing the distribution
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Table 6-11 Quantities of 3,4-benzpyrene Detected in Marine
Animals and in Bottom Deposits.  Zobell,1971!

Bap, pg/kgKind of animals Geographic location

Norfolk, Virginia
French coast
Toulon Roads, France
ViHefranche Bay, France
West coast of Greenland

Oysters

Mussels
Holothurians

Saintklalo Bay, France
Villefranche Bay, France
Arctic Ocean
Clipperton Lagoon
Adriatic Coast, Italy

Material M', Vg/kgGeographic location
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Codfish and shellfish
Fish nad shellfish
Fish and crustaceans
Crustaceans
Isopod crustaceans
Various fishes
Invertebrates

Mud �2 stations!
Mud from pyster beds
Mud �7 stations!
Mud  8 stations!
Mud �2 stations!
Mud and sand
Calcareous deposits
Surface mud
Mud �18 samples!

Tyrrhenian Sea
French coast
Mediterranean coast
Villefranche Bay, France
French coast
VBlefrsnche Bay, France
French coast
Italian coast
Adriatic coast

10 to 20
1 to70
2to30
up to 2000
nB
16 to 60
3 to 125
nil to 400
nil to 230
up to 530
nil to 900
nil to 2200

1 to 3000
90 to 2840
up to 1800
16 to 5000
nil to 1700
nil to 1700
8 to 59
niI to 2500
tuI to 3400



of BP in the environment, it should be remembered that it constitutes only

a variable protion of the total PAH present, perhaps I-20X. Therefore, low

concentrations of BP are deceptive if they are interpreted to indicate low

accumulations of PAH without other confirming analysis.

There are a number of general sources of PAH hydrocarbons including oil

spills, coal tar, petroleum asphalt, and cooking oil. Crude petroleum has

been found to contain a number of carcinogenic PAH compounds including 1, 2-

benzanthrene, chrysene, triphenylene, 1, 2-benzphenanthrene, phenanthrene,

and dibenzthiophene. Various crudes have been analyzed for their content

of BP and a range of values from less than 0.1 ppm to more than 1 ppm has been

found. Naphthenic and asphalt-based petroleum contain more quantities of

carcinogenic PAH's than paraffin-based crudes because the greatest proportion

of those crudes are made up of high molecular weight hydrocarbons. It should

be noted that the relative proportion of carcinogens per kilogram of crude

will increase after weathering removes low boiling fractions. Zobell �971!

estimates that a spill of 10,000 tons of oiI could contain 100-200 lbs. of

carcinogenic material.

PAH compounds are very insoluble. Their solubility is increased by

the presence of detergents or non-colloidal hydrocarbons  purines, acetone!

but the concentrations of the detergents needed to achieve these increases

are unrealistic especially in marine environment. Therefore the primary

mode of distribution of PAH hydrocarbons is adsorption  adherence! onto par-

ticulate matter.

The clearest evidence for the absorption of PAH compunds if from a

study by Lee et al, �972!. They found that the marine mussel N~f tllus adults

incorporated a number of hydrocarbons including 3, 4-benzpyrene. However,
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bacteria to degradeto be in years. First is the preference of

n-paraffins, branched paraffins, and cycloparaffins before they attack PAH

compounds. The second is that despite the considerable ability of bacteria
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most of the compounds remained in the gut indicating a lack of absorption

in the body. BP is excreted, but some remains even after removal from the

source of contamirration. Apparently, unlike mammals and bacteria, no sub-

stantial degradation of PAH compounds takes place in mussels, copepods and

fish once absorbed into the tissue. This poses the problem of accumulation

of PAH carcinogens even if little is absorbed at one time through the

digestive system. Thus crude petroleum spilled into the environment, even

if only slightly soluble, or carried on particulate matter, might accumulate

in edible fish and shell fish. However, Lee, et al. �972! indicates that

there may be a maximum accumulation concentration in mussels.

The oxidation of BP and other PAH carcinogens occurs in the presence

of sunlight. However, degradation is slower in oil than in aqueous solution.

Therefore much of the PAH compounds will be protected from easy oxidation,

and this process is likely to be comparatively slow. Another route is

degradation by bacteria from water and sail. The lack of nutrients, es-

pecially phosphorous and nitrogen compounds, may reduce the extent of degra-

dation. Finally, some animals metabolize carcinogenic hydrocarbons, but

marine organisms in general do not seem to possess this ability.

The clearest indication of the length of time necessary for effective

degradation comes from the work of Blumer et al. �972!, on stranded crude

oil. The reduction of various types of compounds in oil over a period of

years was examined. Only slight degradation of PAH compounds occurred.

Though theoretically it is possible to oxidize and microbially degrade the

PAH compounds in crude oil, two factors cause the half-life of the compounds



to rapidly degrade these compounds, optimum environmental conditions rarely

exist to allow these rates to be attained.

In summary, PAH carcinogens tend to remain in the environment capable

of being adsorbed on particulate matter or absorbed by burrowing animals,

and thus provide routes to enter the food chain. Edible fish and shellfish

can partially absorb these compounds through their gut tract. Marine animals

do not appear to metabolize them to a significant degree when they enter

their tissues. Potentially slow accumulation can occur; moreover, ample

evidence is available to show this process does indeed occur for a number of

fish and shellfish.

Although man does not absorb PAH to any substantial extent through the

gastrointestinal tract  Gerarde, 1960!, even a small absorption of these

compounds into the body or incorporation in the gastrointestinal tract pre-

sents a danger of inducing cancer, especially in light of the medical judgement

that prolonged low level exposure to carcinogens can be the most effective

way of producing cancer. Although the human body does metabolize these

compounds, initially by hydroxylation, it is still uncertain whether the

metabolites are themselves carcinogenic. Thus an increase in exposure would

constitute an increased health danger.

6.2.3.2 Tainting

Tainting of marine organisms also results from incorporation of

hydrocarbons. However, rather than only PAH's causing the problem, all

fractions, especially soluble low boiling fractions, may cause tainting.

Numerous investigators have reported data relating to tainting  Slumer and

Sass, 1970; I.ee et al, 1972; Hackin, 1961; Nelson-Smith, 1971; Tarzwell,

1971; Wilder, 1970; and Sidhu, et al. 1970!.
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Filter feeding organisms, especially bivalves and some finfish, such

as mullet, are particularly susceptible to tainting. Nelson-Smith �971!

reports that concentrations in water as low as .01 ppm of crude oil cause

tainting in oysters. Experiments by Wilder �970! indicate that lobsters

become tainted only by immersion in sea water containing oil, but not from

eating oil coated food. This is particularly significant, because it indi-

cates that incorporation of hydrocarbons in the food chain may result from

direct removal from sea water and not from feeding and ingestion of food

containing petroleum substances. Burns and Teal �971! report that //2

fuel oil spilled in a salt marsh was incorporated by nearly all the organisms

in the marsh ecosystem.

The concentration threshold for the development of objectionable taste

in animal tissue is in the range of 5-50 ppm  McKee and Wolf �963!!. How-

ever, gas chromatography  Blumer, 1970! is capable of detecting concentrations

at much lower values  ppb range!. Data from Lee et al. �972! indicate that

for various types of hydrocarbons there may be maximum amounts that will be

incorporated hy a particular organism. For the mussel ~M tilus adults he

found that aromatic hydrocarbon concentration in the organisms may reach

70 ppm  dry weight basis!. Blumer and Sass �970! reported concentrations of

hydrocarbons from 5-70 ppm {wet weight! in various shellfish heavi1y contami-

nated by a It2 fuel oil spill. The data from Lee also indicate the efficiency

with which filter feeders remove hydrocarbons from sea water. Significant

levels of hydrocarbons could be detected in the organisms within 2-4 hours

after placement of mussels irl contaminated seawater.

A simple example can illustrate the sensitivity of filter feeders to

very low concentrations of hydrocarbons in water and the potential problems

that can result. Chipman and Galtsoff �949! have reported that oysters
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filter 200-300 liters of water/day. Assuming a wet weight of 5 grams and a

taste threshold of 50 ppm  pg/gm!, a simple computation shows that ex-

posure to as little as 1 ppb hydrocarbons in water for one day can lead to

significant contamination:

� 1.25 ppb/daygm organism 200 1/day/organism

Organisms contaminated with oil do have some capacity for self-cleaning.

 Mackin, 1961; Lee et al., 1972; Blumer and Sass, 1970!. Apparently, the

longer and heavier is the exposure, the more persistent is the tainting. In

short term experiments, Lee found that the mussel, M~tilus edulis discharged

more than 90K of the incorporated hydrocarbons after being placed in clean

water. However, Blumer and Sass �970! report much less self-cleaning in

organisms exposed to contaminated sediments over longer time periods.

In summary, tainting is a significant sub-lethal problem. Very low

concentrations in water �-10 ppb! are of importance and can lead to tainting

of organisms in very short time periods.

6.2.4 Effects of Coating

This section is intended to deal exclusively with the problems associated

with coating by a film of oil ~ This is only of importance when the oil has

been weathered, so that the more toxic  at the cellular level! fractions

have evaporated. If the toxic fractions are present, the damage done by

coating is insignificant compared to the damage done at the cellular level

by the low boiling aromatic oil fractions. Most of the data dealing with

oil coating discusses the damage done by an oil slick that had weathere'd at.

sea for several days before coming ashore  for example, see Chan, 1972!.

The organisms most endangered by coating are those which are not able

to leave the area where weathered oil is emulsified in the water column, or
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has settled on the bottom. This immediately excludes from further discussion

finfish and other mobile pelagic organisms which can recognize the presence

of oil at low concentrations in seawater and presumably avoid higher concen-

trations. Birds and marine mammals present a different problem since they

may not recognize an oil slick until coating is inevitable.

The distinction between the physical effects of a coat of oil on an

organism and the effects of the hydrocarbon components of the oil on the

physiology of the organism must be repeated here. Toxicity refers to the

effects of one or more hydrocarbon fractions which disrupt the cellular or

subcellular functions of the organism, so as to cause death if the disruption

is widespread and severe enough. This implies that hydrocarbons come into

contact with the cell membrane, and either pass within the cell to disrupt

metabolic processes, or disrupt the function of the membrane itself. Coating

causes disruption of the system or organism level. For example, a coat of

weathered oil covering the respiratory apparatus of an organism will not harm

individual cells by contact, but will kill the organism by depriving all its

cells of oxygen. Death in this case is not a function of the coating agent

being a hydrocarbon mixture  weathered oil has lost most of the fractions

which are harmful at the cellular level!; the same effect could probably be

induced by using the same volume of Elmer's glue.

In terms of respiration and feeding interference when considering

littoral or benthic organisms, a division can be made by differentiating

between sessile and mobile organisms. Whether or not an organism can move

away from oil deposited on the bottom plays a large role in determining

whether it survives or not. Even if an organism is sessile and becomes

covered with oil, it still may be able to protect itself  e.g. bivalves !

until the oil is removed or until the oil layer becomes shallow enough for
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the organism to break through to clean water.  Remember, the cellular

toxicities of the hydrocarbons present in the layer are assumed insignificant.!

Chan �972! found that mussels could poke through a weathered oil slick that

coated them after the San Francisco spill with only a 3X mortality.

In many filter-feeding organisms, the feeding and respiratory organs

are closely coupled, so that interference with one will almost inevitably

affect the other. Good examples of these organisms are most molluscs  bi-

valves like clams and snails! and crustaceans  barnacles, some types of small

shrimp, etc.!. Many shellfish filter water through their gills and strain

out everything, surround the suspended material they do not want with

mucus and eject it, eating the rest. At the same time, they receive oxy-

gen from the water passing over the gills. If oil is emulsified in the

water, the droplets will be strained out also. As long as the amount of oil

is small  a few percent of the total water volume being filtered! the organ-

ism should be able to surround the oil in mucus and eject it. A heavier

emulsion will probably suffocate the organism. Also, the amount of dissolved

oxygen per unit volume in the water fraction of the emulsion may decrease as

the amount of oil increases because the oil may be oxidized naturally at a

slow rate, using up dissolved oxygen. This could cause suffocation also.

It is quite difficult to quantify the amount and composition of oil, length

of exposure, extent of emulsification and amount of dissolved oxygen present

to obtain an estimate of the susceptibility of organisms to coating. Also,

it is difficult to generalize for even small taxonomic groups of organisms,

since very wide ranges in response to oil are sometimes found among organ-

isms even within the same genus  the level of classification just above the

species!.
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Movement and attachment to a substrate are also influenced by the

presence of a coat of oil, but these are discussed in the section on habitat

changes.

If coated for a prolonged period, macrophytic algae  "seaweeds"! may

show a decrease in photosynthesis due to decrease in incident light pene-

tration and a lack of CO . Oil droplets may adsorb on the surfaces of

phytoplankton, but because of the short cell division times of most single-

celled phytoplankton the population is not likely to be effected. Again,

these effects are difficult to quantify.

Zooplankton, which are capable only of small scale active movement  they

can move over long distances by drifting with oceanic currents!, may be sub-

jectedd to oil-water emulsions in a manner similar to that encountered by

benthic organisms. Most zooplankton are crustaceans, but many have filter-

feeding mechanisms similar to those of bivalves  see Yonge �928! for a good

summary of the many types of feeding mechanisms employed by invertebrates!.

This would make these organisms susceptible to coating by an oil-water emul-

sion. Plankton are commonly found in the surface layers of coastal waters.

Because the oil-water emulsion is formed by wind and wave action at the

surface, filter-feeding plankton may be subjected to more concentrated emul-

sions than would be expected in deeper waters. The literature on coating of

plankton by oil is sparse and is summarized in a review by Nelson-Smi,th

�970! .

Straughan �971! investigated the effects of the Santa Barbara spill

on several species of marine mammals which inhabit the area, but could come

to no conclusions. These mammals must periodically surface in order to

receive air, and thus are in danger of being coated with oil. One dead

dolphin found washed ashore in Santa Barbara reportedly had its blowhole
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plugged with oil, although this finding has been disputed  Straughan,

1971!.

Many weaned elephant seal pups were coated with oil and were

apparently not harmed, although immediate mortality could have been much

higher had the oil spill taken place at a time when the pups were feeding.

Odell  in Straughan, 1971! reported a tripling in the number of premature

births of sea lions, which, like the sea elephants, have rookeries on the

islands in the Santa Barbara Channel.

It seems probable that marine mammal mortalities can only be

indirectly related to coating. Warm blooded marine organisms must maintain

their body temperatures at a higher level than the surrounding water. This

requires an efficient insulating layer surrounding the body. Birds use a

layer of waterproofed feathers, while mammals usually combine layers of fat

with a thick coat of fur as insulation. A coat of oil can significantly

change the insulating properties of the fur, perhaps causing the animal to

lose heat and lower its resistance to disease. This is just one of several

possible hypotheses that can be used to indirectly connect oil coating with

marine mammal mortality, although based on current evidence, none of these

hypotheses can be accepted conclusively.

Birds are also warm-blooded and thus must insulate themselves against

their surroundings. Marine birds have an additional problem because their

insulation must also be waterproof. Straughan �971! summarizes the effects

of coating of birds with oil. Aerial species rarely come into contact with

oil, whether floating or beached, and thus are not especially endangered.

Swimming species are continually subject to contact with floating oil slicks.

Often their first reaction upon coming in contact with the oil is to dive

beneath it invariably resurfacing in it, compounding the problem. The oil
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causes the insulating layer of feathers to mat down, causing the animal to

freeze, or die of a disease caused by loss of metabolic heat. The buoyancy

maintained by the air-f illed feathers is also disturbed. Feeding may become

difficult, both because the bird may experience diffi.culty in movement, and

because food sources may be contaminated by oil  Nelson-Smith, 1970!.

6.2.5 Habitat Changes Induced by Spilled Oil

One ma] or problem connected with oil activity is the incorporation of

oil into sediments. The amount of crude oil and the percentage of different

fractions which compose it in the sediments are functions of: a! the particle

size distribution of the sediments, b! the strength of vertical mixing, c!

the water depth, d! the time after the spill and the extent of its weather-

ing. The amount of vertical mixing and water depth determine whether or not

the oi.l will reach the bottom by means of forces. Vertical mixing is depen-

dent on the surface winds, the extent of stratification, and current mixing.

Also, the density of the oil in the slick is a function of the extent of

weathering, because lighter components are lost, making the oil more dense

as time progresses.

Once mixed in the water column, oil is usually adsorbed onto the

surfaces of any particles suspended in it, generally settling to the bottom

after a time. The amount of oil adsorbed by the sediments correlates with

particle surface area. On a unit mass basis, it is known that the smaller

the sediment particles are, the more total surface area there is. Thus,

all other things being equal, there will be more oil in clay sediments than

in sandy sediments.

Once incorporated in the sediments, the oil tends to degrade slowly.

At the surface of the sediments, aerobic  oxygen-utilizing! bacteria can

degrade some fractions of the oil, but beneath thc aerobic layer, anaerobic
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 oxygen-free! conditions frequently prevail, which do not allow microbial

degradation. Oil in this state is frequently present for months or years

before it breaks down, assuming no new oil is introduced in the meantime.

As discussed in Section 4, the size of the sediment particles play a

major role in determining which organisms live in the sediments. Obviously,

the presence of oil will have some effect. Detritus feeders such as many

gastropods tend to live in finer sediments  silt and clay!. These animals

swallow the sediment whole and digest any bacteria and organic matter, excret-

ing the remainder. Filter feeders inhabit coarser sediments  sand and gravel!.

For detritus feeders, oil in the sediments presents an obvious danger. Ab-

sorption of hydrocarbons through the digestive tract is serious, as is the

possible destruction of food sources by the oil.

Another problem caused by oil may be either a retardation or

acceleration of natural sediment drift rates, which determine the stability

of the substratum. This is especially important in coastal areas, where

estuaries could silt in, or salt marshes could erode away, their stabilizing

grasses having been destroyed.

6.3 Summary

In the preceding sections the biological effects of oil on individual

organisms have been reviewed. Several important considerations are apparent

from this review:

l. As many authors have noted, the aromatic fractions of oil pose the

most serious environmental problems. Although low molecular weight �0 carbons

or less! alkanes can cause narcosis, the concentrations required to induce

such responses are extremely high and would not occur. from an oil spill.

2. Concentrations of water-soluble aromatic derivatives  aromatic and

naphtheno-aromatics! as low as .1 ppm may be toxic to larvae of most marine

organisms.
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3. Most adult marine organisms are sensitive to soluble aromatic

derivatives in concentrations of 1 ppm and lethal toxici.ty typically occurs

at concentrations of 10-100 ppm, In general, crustaceans and burrowing animals

are most sensitive, fish and bivalves moderately sensitive and gastropods

and flora least sensitive. However, fish and other mobile organisms are

generally known to avoid and escape contaminated areas.

4. Chemical communications play an important role in the behavioral

patterns of many marine organisms. The full implications of disruption of

these communication patterns remain uncertain, as does the exact mechanisms

of disruption. However, concentrations of soluble aromatic derivatives in

the range of 10-100 ppb may cause significant rpoblems.

5. The incorporation of hydrocarbons in the tissue of marine organisms

is primarily of interest due to public health. The individual organisms are

apparently not affected. Whether or not cancer can be induced in humans

from ingestion of carcinogens accumulated in seafood is as yet unknown.

However, the potential seriousness of the problem implies that careful con-

sideration be given to these issues. The actual mechanisms of build-up in

the food chain also remain uncertain. There is some evidence that incorpora-

tion results primarily from uptake directly from sea water and not from

ingestion of contaminated food sources. In addition, there is a general,

slow degradation of hydrocarbons, indicating that the ultimate fate  after

many years! may be stable, innocuous compounds.

6. The development of objectionable taste in seafood �0-50 ppm in

the organism! can result from very low ambient concentrations in water �-10 ppb!

of hydrocarbons in a relatively shor- amount of time {one to a few days!. If

the contamination in the water is short-lived and concentrations in water are

not too high, self-cleaning of the organism may be 90K complete. However,
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the maintenance of undesirable water conditions over longer time periods

can result in essentially permanent contamination of the organism.

7. The effects of ~eathered oil are coating, usually in the intertidal

zone, of both organisms and substrates. If coating is heavy, the effects

of individualsmay be essentially permanent, due to smothering

or alteration of substrate textures' Light coating of weathered oil is

not, in general, a major problem. Frequency of coating is also important

and areas subject to chronic discharge may accumulate the oil, leading to

longer term problems.

The conclusions outlined above provide the basis for assessing the

possible impacts of various hypothetical events relating to oil supertankers.

Spill probabilities and trajectories can be used to estimate where and when

various hydrocarbon fraction concentrations can be expected. Using this in-

formation the impacts on specific organisms can be estimated. The ultimate

impact, however, is the effect on communities and the ecosystem. These

assessments are best made in the context of specific locations, organisms,

and events and are therefore considered in Section 8.

Finally, little has been said to this point about non-oil spill

related events. In particular, problems associated with construction and

tanker operation are of interest. The background necessary for assessing

these effects, however, is not extensive and these impacts are also reviewed

in the context of specific events in Section 8.
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7. POTENTIAL SPILL TRAJECTORIES AND BEHAVIOR

7.1 Introduction

A spill can be transported many miles through the action of the wind

and current, as well as through its own tendency to spread. Regions of high

spill probability are therefore not only local problems, but also an "up-

stream" source of oil that will affect places many miles away. The predic-

tion af what is upstream and what is downstream in the flat, windblown expanses

of the ocean requires an understanding of how the wind, waves and current

work to push a slick around. The spreading of the oil is also important,

because the areal extent of a slick will dictate the width of the path that

the oil will sweep, and subsequently how much oil will be deposited on a

given length of shore.

7.2 Basi.c Madel

7.2.1 Mechanics Governing Spreading

Spills can occur in two fashions. They can be the result of some near-

ly instantaneous release, such as the rupture of a tank, or they can be the

result of a long-lasting, continuous release, such as that which occurred in

the Santa Barbara oil spill. The distinction is based on the time scales

involved, which in turn are dictated by the volume and character of the oil

as well as the physical dimensions of the spill region. The physics govern-

ing the spread of the oil is of course the same, but subtle differences will

exist in the time dependency. For the purpases of this study it is sufficient

to examine fust the instantaneous type it is the simpler of the two.

Consider now a volume of oil suddenly dropped on the surface of the sea.

Presume that there are no restraints on the boundaries of the oil

1
This section was prepared primarily by Dr. David Hoult, Department of Mechanical

Engineering and Mr. Robert Stewart, Department of Ocean Engineering, M.I.T. The
model used here was originally developed for the problem of oil spills far off-
shore. The model has been adapted for near-shore spills and the results should
be treated with some caution.
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that is, that it is free to spread in all  horizontal! directions. It

will be found that the oil spreads at three different rates, depending on

when one looks at the spill. Each rate is determined by a unique balance

involving various properties of the oil and the water. The first two

spreading rates involve balances between the buoyancy induced spreading

force, and first the oil's inertia, then later the water's viscous drag.

The third spreading rate is due to a balance between the surface tension

spreading force and the water's viscous drag. It is convenient therefore,

to consider the following three distinguishable phases in the spill's his-

tory: an inertial  spreading! regime; a viscous  spreading! regime; and

finally a surface tension  spreading! regime.

These regimes will persist for varying lengths of time, depending on

how much ail is initially released. Figure 7-1 depicts the varying in-

tervals as a function of the spill volume for a typical crude oil. The

shaded line at the right indicates the time at which one can expect all spread-

ing to cease. This is an observed phenomena, and various theories have

been developed to explain it. One of the more successful theories was

developed by Fay �971! in which he presumed that the hydrocarbons re-

sponsible for the observed surface tension are lost through either evapo-

ration into the air, or dissolution into the water.

Figure 7-2 traces the history of the growth of a spill for several

spill volumes, depicting the area covered as a function of time. Again,

typical crude oil properties were presumed. Table 7-1 summarizes the

various formulas used to generate these figures. Time is measured in

hours, volume in gallons, and area in square miles.

In addition to these well-documented spreading phenomena, an oil spill

exhibits two other properties that have a qualitative importance to this

study. At some time during the spreading process variations in t: he wind,
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Figure 7-2 Representative spreading histories for five spill
volumes, area covered vs. time from spill.

Typical crude oil characteristics
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Table 7-1. Spreading Laws for Oil S].icka.  Fay, 1971!

One&mensional

inertial

Viscous

kli  ~t2! I/3

R klv  gA2t3/2/»l /2	/4

R � kit  o2t3/p2.»	/Surface tension

NOMENCLATURE

Spreading Law Coefficients

One-dimensional A xi ay mme tric

l.14

l.45

2.30

inertial

Viscous

Surface tension

kl; = l.5

lqv = l.5

kit = l.33
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A Volume of oil per unit length normal to x

g Acceleration of gravity

h Thickness of oil film

Proportionality constant

Length of one-dimensional oil slick

Maximum radius of axisyminetric oil slick
solubility

Time since initiation of spread

Spreading velocity of oil film

Volume of oil in axisymmetric spread
Dimension in direction of one-dimensional spread

Thickness of viscous boundary layer in the water
underneath the oil film

Spreading coefficient or interfacial tension  with
subscript!

Kinematic viscosity of water

Absolute viscosity of water

Density of water

Ratio of density difference between water and oil
to density of water

Axisymmetric

r = k2i �gVtg>/4

r = k2v +V2t3/2/»i/2! I/6

r = k2t ri2t3/p2»~l/4

Subscripts
l Onedimensionat spread

2 Two-dimensional  axisyrnmetric! spread
S Maximum area

i inertial spread

t Surface tension spread

v Viscous spread

ow Orl/water

aw Air/water

oa Oil /air



waves, and current usually cause the large contiguous spill to break into

several large patches surrounded by many smaller patches, The large

patches will tend to separate from one a~other as time goes on. This will

increase the width of the path swept by the spill. Additionally, the

action of breaking waves on the open ocean, or of surf near shore, may

cause a portion of the oil to be mixed into the water column. The impor-

tance of this behavior is that the tiny oil droplets suspended in the water

can substantially increase the surface area available for diffusion of the

oil hydrocarbons into the water. This is certainly of importance in the

surf region and may be of importance in the open ocean.

Quantitative prediction of these two phenomnea is beyond current "state-of

the art". The model required to estimate the rate at which the large patches

will separate from one another is presently the subject of considerable

controversy. Various diffusion "laws" have been proposed, but it has been

shown that no one law adequately describes a broad spectrum of behavior.

In actual spill incidents, this is of little importance because each large

patch can be tracked individually. Only for a predictive study is this a

serious shortcoming.

The suspension of oil droplets in the water column is related to the

turbulence observed in the surface layer. The nature of the dependence of

the suspending phenomena on the turbulence is only qualitatively understood.

Moreover, the dependence of the turbulence upon the surface waves and wind

is unknown. It is known that the energy that the wind imparts to the sur-

face waves is much greater than that which it imparts to the turbulence

near the surface. The turbulence is given access to the waves energy

when waves break, so in winds great enough to cause whitecaps the surface

turbulence increases substantially. The depth to which this strong wave

induced turbulence penetrates varies. Phillips �969! warning that the
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available data is fragmentary states that the depth is proportional to

the wavelength and cites some published results which indicate that 10 to

30 meters might be a representative range for the depth of penetration of

the strong wave generated surface turbulence. Data from the tanker Arrow

spill  Farrester, 1971! support this conclusion.

Oil particles will respond to this turbulence as a function of their

size, because the rise velocity of a small droplet will be much less than

the rise velocity af a large droplet. Utilizing Stokes' formula for the

drag on a sphere at low Reynolds numbers it can be shown that the requisite

power actually goes as the diameter to the fifth power. Thus, the main-

tenance of a droplet one tenth the size of another at some specified depth

will require one-one hundred thousandth the power. This implies that one

can expect small droplets fairly deep, while large droplets should remain

near the surface.

Summarizing, formulas have been presented which describe the spread

of oil an the surface of the water. The initial rate af spread is de-

pendent upon the volume spilled and is characterized by two distinguishable

spreading regimes. A third spreading regime is encountered once the

thickness of the spill decreases to a point where the outward pull of

surface tension exceeds the buoyancy effects. The spill finaLly ceases

spreading and a predictive equation has been presented to describe this.

Additionally, the tendency of the spill to break into patches and the

turbulent. mixing of oil into the water column have been discussed. In

both cases, predictive models do not appear to be available.

7.2.2 Tra]ectory of A Spill

Wind blowing over the water surface imparts momentum to the water

and causes complex motions throughout the water column. In the very top
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layer of the water column this motion, when compared to the motion of the

rest of the water, will be in the direction of the surface wind, and it

will remain so as long as the wind continues to blow  as long as the con-

stant shear layer is maintained!. Should the wind die, then Zkman's for-

mula leads one to expect that the ~ster at the surface wilI be entrained

by the underlying water and it wi11 undergo complex cyclic motions at the

inertial frequency, which at the latitude of the Gulf of Maine is about

1 cycle per 18 hours. The details of this no-wind motion are complex and
of little interest, because the net transpott is small. The motion while

the wind blows is of importance, however, because substantial transport
of the surface layer of water can occur.

In order to specify the magnitude of the velocity of the surface layer,

it would seem to be necessary to relate wind speed and wave conditions to

the amount of momentum imparted to the water. Achieving this in a detailed

way is not yet possible. In fact, the very mechanism by which the momentum

is transferred through the water is not fully understood. Et is possible,
however, to make a reasonably accurate estimate of the net effect of all

these phenomena by assuming that the sir and the sea behave similarly,
and that the ratio of the square root of the densities of air and water is

the scaling factor determining the velocity of the water at' the surface

with respect to the velocity of the wind measured away from the immediate

effects of the water  say 10 m high!. Based on this, the velocity of the

surface layer  SL! is about 3/100 of the velocity of the wind  SW!.

Sj
=  .03! u

This analysis so far has not considered the behavior of the surface

water when oil is present. Oil has a calming effect on waves, and it might
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be expected that some reduction in the transport would occur due to the

smoothing of the surface. This is not the case, however, because waves

generally are created by the wind and move with the wind. The action of

damping waves actually imparts additional momentum to the oil. It is

found that the oil actually drifts a bit faster than expected.

It must be remembered that the surface drift due to the wind has been

taken with respect to the bulk of the fluid Lying under the surface layer.

If this fluid is moving under the action of a current, the net motion will

be the vectorial sum of the two velocities. Putting all this together,

the following formula is obtained, which applies to the center of mass of

the oil slick:

U = u +  .03! u
oil cur rent ' SW

This formula has proven to be consistent with laboratory and field

observations.

7,3 grata Base

7.3.1 Currents

Currents may be ei.ther tidal in origin or, in off � shore regions,

complex steady currents due to subtle interplay between the earth's ro-

tation, variations in water density and the meanders of the strong north-

easterly Gulf Stream. Peak tidal velocities range from 1 knot to 5 or

6 knots, depending on geography. Steady, non-tidal currents are typicaLly

a few tenths of a knot in magnitude.

A distinction between these two types of currents, based on the dis-

tance travelled by a slick is helpful. For the purposes of this study

regions within harbors and bays are considered to be governed by only the
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tidal component. Further off-shore only net transport induced by steady

currents is considered.

A detailed search was made of Federal and private data sources for

supporting current data. Tidal current charts are available for Boston

Harbor, Nantucket Sound, Buzzards Bay, Narragansett Sound, Block Island

Sound and Long Island Sound. Tidal currents are also indicated for the

Bay of Fundy on Chart H.O. 609, U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office. However,

the Maine-New Hampshire Coast is not covered at all. This is obviously a

serious flaw because the near-share problem for Maine is of central

importance. The data situation for steady currents is not much better.

Graham �971! summarizes the information that is available  see Section 4! .

A review of the literature was made in hopes of finding a more recent

validation of his findings. The most recent compilation of the hydrography

of the Gulf is given by Colton et al, �968!, and he did not attempt to

reduce the temperature-salinity data to sea-water density. Nevertheless,

a comparison of data taken one year apart shows considerable variation in

the isotherms and isohalines,  see for example, Figure 51, Colton et al,

�968!! which leads one to suspect that a good deal of data, spread out

over many years, will be required to establish a reliable statistical base.

Therefore, with the exception of Tidal Current Charts for Boston

Harbor, Cape Cod, Buzzards Bay, Narragansett Bay, Long Island Sound and

Block Island Sound, little is known of the currents. This is a predica-

ment because the current will be one of the two factors that determine

where the oil will go  the wind being the other!.

7.3.2 Wind Data

The available data on winds is considerably more complete, and the

question here is to determine what statistics ought to be used in modeling
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the wind. It has been traditional to consider only the mean wind proper-

ties in air quality studies. This has led to much emphasis on the wind

rose as the principal statistic. The wind rose provides the probability

that at any arbitrarily selected time the wind will be blowing from a

particular direction at a mean speed  or perhaps in one of several speed

ranges!. If the phenomena of interest is short-lived, say on the order of

minutes or hours, this may be acceptable  for example, the fall-out of soot

from a chimney in the region immediately ad] scent to the chimney!. However,

if the phenomena lasts longer then the changes in the wind should become

important. In a large number of tests, one would expect the ma!ority of

samples to congregate around the mean drift, with some percentage wan-

dering off away from the mean. This behavior, and particularly the devi-

ation from the mean is not simulated by wind rose statistics. At present,

there appears to be no generally accepted technique for handling this

problem.

In order to investigate the variability of the wind, the wind re-

cords from Nantucket Island Airport and Portland  Maine! Airport were ob-

tained for five year periods in the late sixties fram the National Climatic

Center in Asheville, North Carolina. The wind records were broken out

into the traditional eight directions  N, NK, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW! as well

as calm, and the persistence of the wind in each direction was determined.

This data is summarized in Table 7-2. Note that the average persistence

is on the order of 5 to 10 hours. This implies that the wind rose ap-

proach to drift predictions is highly inaccurate for phenomena lasting

over 5 or 6 hours.

In order to handle this problem, wind is modeled as a first order

Markov process. In this model it is assumed that the probability that

the wind will change from one state to another is dependent only upon the
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Table 7-2. Average Persistence of Wind
Nantucket Island Airport 6

Portland, Maine Airport

 Seasonally Averaged!
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characteristic of the wind at the moment of transition. In this termin-

ology the word state refers to some unique direction and  perhaps! speed

range. Thus the Markov model allows one to determine some measure of the

probability that the wind will change from North at 10 knots  for example!

to Northwest at 17 knots. Various investigators have had considerable

success in using these techniques when applied to other physical phen-

omena, and with the proper selection of "states" a reasonable model for

wind is obtained.

The states selected consisted of a simple system comprised of

N,NE,E,SE,S,SW,W,NW, and calm. The probabilities are contained in a nine

by nine matrix, a sample of which is shown in Table 7-3. The matrix is

used as follows: Enter the matrix in the row corresponding to the wind

direction at present. The numbers in the column elements of that row give

the probability that the wind will be from the col,umn's direction after 3

hours. The speed presumed for the wind is the average for that direction.

This simulation of the wind has some inherent inaccuracies, especially

the underestimation of the persistance of the wind over more than one

transition. However, this leads to an overestimate of the probability of

changing directions which should lead to the conservative result of an

overestimate of the dispersion  conservative in the sense that this gen-

erally increases the chance of an arbitrary point being hit by a spill!.

The winds along the Maine Coast are presumed to be properly repre-

sented by the Portland, Maine, Airport wind data. Because the extreme

northern edge of the study area is about 150 nautical miles from Portland,

some variation in the behavior of the wind is expected. However, the as-

sumption appears to be valid relative to other data gapa and inaccuracies.

7.4 Simulation Technique

In view of the foregoing discussion of the variability of the wind,
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Table 7-3

3 Hourly Transition MatrixPortland Airport: Autumn

SK SW

CALM 0.384 O.l49 0.034 0.040 0.037 0.065 0.065 0.142 0.084

N 0.059 0.464 0.138 0.053 0.025 0.006 0.019 0.059 G.I76

NE 0.031 0.340 0.340 0.170 0.062 0.005 0.010 0.031 0.010

E 0.066 0.056 0.3.12 0.391 0.157 0.168 0.010 0.020 0.020

SE 0.062 0.049 0.025 0.167 0.315 0.265 0.062 0.025 0.031

S 0.084 0.021 0.007 0.009 0.067 0.550 0.190 0.058 0.014

SW 0.099 0.029 0.019 0.003 0.019 0.178 0.363 0.261 O.G29

W 0.104 0.060 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.044 0.129 0.504 0.124

NW 0.073 0,236 0.035 0,035 0.010 0.051 0.026 0.169 0.364

Wind

Direction

Percent

Observed

0.000O.GOO

NE

SW
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11.092

16.312

6.662

6.765

5.563

14.835

10.783

17.239

10.749

Mean Wind Speed

0.000

6.661

6.588

6.670

7.093

7.725

6.369

7.092

6.629

3.322 +0.994

2.949 +0.920

2.739 +0.979

3.812 +1.025

3.301 +0.535

3.103 +0.998

3.786 +1 ~ 132

3.782 +0.906

0. 000

0.909

0.842

1.485

0.459

0.130

0.983

1.400

0.148



and its importance in determing spill traj ectories, a simulation technique

is sought which allows one to accommodate probabilistic behavior. The

simplest and most straightforward appears to be the use of a Monte Carlo

model. The model was based on the simple trajectory equation given ear-

lier, with the current being treated as a deterministic quantity which

can be assigned direction and speed values as a function of location.

The wind is modeled as the nine-state Markov process just discussed.

The wind changes with the seasons, but the current remains fixed.

The broad outline of the computer program used to execute this tech-

nique is fairly simple. Basically, a sample spill is released at a spe-

cified point. The initial wind direction is determined from steady state

statistics. The spills velocity is then computed and its progress is

traced. Every simulated three hours the Markov matrix is entered and a

new wind value is randomly selected according to the probabilities given

by the matrix. The program also updates the current velocity and even the

season as required as the spill moves from one location to the next, or

from one season to the next. As the spill progresses on its trajectory the

computer keeps testing to see if the spill has either impacted land or

washed out of the region of interest. Each sample spill is allowed to go

for 150 simulated days before it is cast off and a new sample spill re-

leased. The process is repeated 200 times, that is, 200 sample realiza-

tions are made, for each season and launch point. The accuracy that can

be expected from such a process  if there were no inaccuracies in the input

data! is on the order of plus or minus a few percent �X to 6X depending on

certain features of the problem! to a high degree of confidence. This

could be reduced by running more than 200 sample realizations  say 1000!,

but it was felt that other errors particularly in the current specifications
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were so much greater that nothing significant was to be gained from such

a decision.

In coastal areas the extent of spreading is significant, and the

treatment of the spill as a contiguous slick is fairly well justified.

Therefore, the radius of the slick is computed and the points of

impact of the slick are determined using this radius.

7.5 Catastrophic Spills

As mentioned previously, in harbors or bays having high peak tidal

currents, the major portion of the transport process will be by tidal

current alone. This presents serious problems from an analytical stand-

point because the variations in tidal current velocity from one point to

the next causes distortion and even separation of the slick surface. For

example, consider a slick several miles across being washed directly onto

an island within a bay. The current flows around the island dividing the

slick into two parts  as well as coating the island's beaches!. As this

process is repeated over and over the slick is broken into more and more

individual patches. As the number of patches increases the number of

beachings increase and soon the whole problem blows up, because the model

cannot account for the oil stranded in beaching or refloated in a rising

tide. The prevailing winds has some influence on the trajectory, but

because only three percent of the wind velocity applies to the slick

motion, it takes very strong winds to even approach the effect of a one

or two knot tidal current.

Superceding the above arguments is the fact that the tidal currents

for Nachias Say, Maine are quantitatively unknown  with the exception of a

few velocities reported for isolated passes or points!. Thus, analysis

within a Maine coast harbor is completely infeasible.
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gualitatively, an extrapolation from the Tamano spill in Casca Bay,

Maine can be made: any spill whose final area is within one or two orders

of magnitude  within a factor of 10 to 100! of the area of the bay in which

the spill occured poses a very real threat to all the beaches in the bay.

Although this is a rather sweeping generalization based on qualitative spe-

culations it is highly reasonable in light of the large tidal currents and

excursions which occur in the Machias Bay region.

A problem that does yield to analysis is the extent of the hazard

posed by the proposed terminal location. That is, is a terminal in Machias

Bay a problem that only affects the people of Northern Maine, or can the

waters of Portland, Maine also be affected by a Machias spill? The problem

fits into the methodology previously discussed because boundaries for the

problem can be constructed in such a way that the areas of strong tidal

current are excluded from the problem. It is simply assumed that once a

spill gets into waters with strong tidal currents that the spill is washed

about sufficiently to coat the beaches in that immediate area. Figure 7-3

shows one possible use of this assumption. It can be seen that there are

four launch points off the idealized shore. They lie 1, 2, 4, and 8 miles

from this shore. The currents immediately off the Maine coast are uncertain,

but it is in line with most available data  Graham, 1971! to presume that

current velocities are between zero and a uniform southwesterly current at

about ,3 knots. Consequently, a variety of possible current patterns within

this range are used to determine the variation in transport behavior caused

by the current.

There is some question concerning the volume dependence of the pheno-

mena. The spreading equations allow one to determine the size of the slick,

but the dimensions are not the only parameters of interest. If the slick

goes ashore, clearly more oil will be refloated on the next tidal cycle if
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the amount deposited initially is increased. Thus a very large slick will

have many more secondary  and tertiary! relaunchings of the spill than will

a small slick, Zn order to cope with this problem, two extremes of behavior

are postulated. On one hand, the transport distance will be the least of

all, the oil that crosses into the tidal region is absorbed on the beaches

of that region. This presumption neglects secondary relaunchings of the

spill and further presumes that all the oil will hit a beach or other ab-

sorbing obstacle, rather than wash in with the tide and then wash back out.

This behavior might be considered "best" case, because it will tend to

cause the spill to be limited ta a much more localized region.

A "worst" case behavior can be constructed by presuming that none of

the spill is absorbed upon crossing into the tidal region, but rather, it

is stored in that position until the winds and current are favorable for

another trip up or down the coast  or out to sea!. This worst case behavior

can be considered to mimic at least the transport of the remnants of a spill

long after it has ceased to be a large contiguous mass. An actual spill

would tend to fall in between the two extremes, possible lying closer to the

latter than the former.

This analysis was carried out for a one million gallon spill from each

of the four launch points, for each season. Figures 7-4 through 7-6 summa-

rize the results for the launch point one mile offshore. Figure 7-4 shows

the seasonal probabilities that a 1.8 nautical mile length of shore will be

touched at least once given a spill occured one mile off the idealized

coastline at Machias Bay, presuming that the coast is non-absorbing. This

represents the "worst" cast result, or alternatively, the extent to which

remnants might travel down the coast. No current and a very slight SW cur-

rent were found to cause the widest variation in behavior. The 0.3 knot SW
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current was less influential in generating undesirable results because its

offshore component was strong enough to cause the spills to be washed out

to sea, except for a very particular wind pattern.

It is speculative, of course, to presume that the current is slightly

offshore rather than parallel to it, but one of the main driving forces

would seem to come from the surface run off of fresh water from the various

rivers emptying into the Gulf of Maine, and this should cause a net outward

motion. This observation is reinforced by sea bed drifter experiments in

which it was shown that the bottom waters of the Gulf of Maine lying near the

Maine coast are drawn up into maj or estuaries to replace water that was ap-

parently entrained by the overlying rresh water and then carried out to sea.

The along-shore component of the sea bed drifters' trajectory was usually in

a northeast to southwest direction, substantiating our basic presumption

 see Graham 1970, Figure 3!.

Figure 7-5 shows the results from the "best" case  absorbing! analy-

sis. Again, the parameters displayed are the chance that a 1.8 mile length

of idealized shoreline will be touched at least once versus location along

the coast. Figure 7-6 displays the average volume of oil that wouId be ab-

sorbed by the absorbing shoreline along a 1.8 mile length, as a function of

its position.

The main conclusions to be drawn from these graphs are that once again

the current behavior is crucial in specifying the basic drift of the spill

 once again the currents make the choice between U.S. and Canadian beaches!.

Once again, the phenomena is highly seasonal. And finally, while the prob-

ability of finding remnants of an oil spill is .2 or more a11. the way from

Penobscot Bay to the Canadian Border during summer, the average volume depo-

sited on an absorbing shoreline in a spill incident is highly localized a-

bout the launch point.
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The average volume figure is somewhat misleading as it includes both

spills that come ashore and those that do not. This is the average amount

of oil one would expect to collect every 1 million gallon spill incident

after observing many incidents along a 1.8 mile length of shore. Another

figure of interest, therefore, is the amount of oil deposited on a 1.8 mile

length of shore coun ting only those spills that go ashore. This data is

presented in Figure 7-7. The curves tailing to the left of the launch point

should be regarded as being highly uncertain due to both the small number of

realizations available for the mean value computation, and due to certain

artifacts caused by the determinisitic transition step size presumed in the

model of the wind transport. The data is sufficiently accurate, however,

to make the generalization that near the launch point, a 1.8 mile length of

5
shoreline can expect to receive approximately 3 x 10 gallons from a I mil-

lion gallon spill. More than seven or eight miles away from the launch point,

5this value drops to less than 1 x 10 gallons per 1.8 miles of shoreline,

4 4
and is probably in the range of 3 x 10 gallons to 5 x 10 gallons. Also

it is presumed that all the oil that crosses the idealized shoreline is re-

tained. In practice, this assumption is probably much too optimistic. It

seems certain that if the oil is not removed through some cleanup activity,

then a substantial fraction will be left for further transport up or down the

coast. This implies that the estimates are merely lower bounds. No technique

for estimating an upper bound  short of the total volume spilled! seems

feasible.

Another topic of interest is what are the trade-offs involved with an

offshore, single point moor versus an onshore intertidal terminal concept.

Utilizing the four launch points the percentage of spills that washed ashore

is computed for each season. This computation considered ov.'~ the motion of
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the center of mass of the spill. The results of this analysis are shown in

Figure 7-8. Note that if there is a .3 knot southwesterly current, locating

the mooring point farther out greatly diminishes the probability that the

spill wi11 be blown ashore, If there is no current, then the same statement

generally holds, except for summer, when ] ust about everything spilled will

be blown ashore. These results are independent of volume, as the trajectory

of the center of mass of the spill was used to determine impact. Not shown

in this figure are the spill trajectories if it does not impact on the ideal-

ized coastline. For the no current case, the spills will almost invariably

end up in the Bay of Fundy. For the .3 knot southwesterly current, one can

expect a sizeable fraction to impact on the New Hampshire coast and the

Massachusetts coast, including the north side of Cape Cod  Figure 7-9!.

In addition to the one million gallon spill discussed in previous para-

graphs, a ten million gallon spill was investigated for the .1 knot SW cur-

rent and the absorbing shoreline presumption. The anticipated results were

that  a! the probability of a length of shore being touched at least once

would increase, particularly in the tail of the distribution, and that  b!

the amount of oil absorbed per length of shoreline would also increase. These

proved to be generally the case. Figure 7-10 shows the probability that the

shore will be touched at least once in the life of a ten million gallon spill,

presuming the shore behaves like an absorbing boundary. Note that the prob-

abilities near the peak are almost identical to those of Figure 7-5, but

that in the portion of the tail immediately to the left of the peak, the

probabilities are nearly twice as large, being on the order of lOX during

summer at approximately M. Desert Island, 3 or 4X for the one million gallon

spill at the same point. Far to the left, the probabilities tend to lie to-

gether in the 1 to 2X range.

The average amount of oil deposited on a 1.8 mile length af shore per
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spill incident. was determined and it was found that except for a factor of

ten, the curves of Figure 7-6 depicted the behavior fairly well. The signi-

ficant difference lay in the amount of oil deposited in the region far to

the left of the launch point. In this region, the amount of oil deposited

was small in proportion to the amount launched, so the graphic representa-

tion utilized in Figure 7-6 would fail to show the difference between zero

and this amount. However, the amount was still substantial from a pollution

standpoint. Table 7-4 summarizes this effect by noting the distance south

to the last point impacted by a portion of the original spill and the amount

deposited for the one million and ten million gallon spills, for each season.

Because these results derive from the tail of this distribution, the uncer-

tainty in these numerical values is large. However, the order of magnitude

is probably accurately determined. Note that the values still tend to be

different by approximately an order of magnitude, indicating that the .spills

do not rub down the shoreline, slowly losing material, but rather, they

probably impact it once or twice prior to their final collision, bouncing

well offshore in between impacts, and then drive themselves completely into

the tidal region.

It must be remembered that the assumption of the absorbing shoreline

is our "best" case result, giving a lower bound on the region affected. In

an actual spill incident, one might say that the behavior of a large patch of the

original slick is given by this estimate. However, remnants due to secondary launch-

ings or excursions into tidal regions that did not result in headings would in-

crease the volume flowing south and the probability that a length of shore

would be polluted,

Results for a 100,000 gallon spill are not shown, However, they do not dif-

fer qualitatively from the results of the one million and ten million gallon spills.

7.6 Chronic Spills

The trajectory of chronic spills are not analyzed in detail in this
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Table 7- 5 Area of visible influence of chronic
spills  from James, 1972!

Initial

Plume

Barrels Width

Per Day ft. m

Final

Plume

Width

ft. m

Time Required in hrs.
D =50 D =100 D =200

Length Area
km  km! 2

1.2 200 60 2,000 600 1 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2

2.3 400 120 4,000 1,200 4 2.2 1.4

4.2 600 180 6,000 1,800 9 5.
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report. James �972! has reported analysis of chronic spills which is suf-

ficient for the purposes of this study. These results are given in Table 7-5.

Initial plume width refers to the width necessary for the slick to appear as

bright bands of color  approximately .0003 mm!. Final plume width refers

to the width at which the average oil concentration is less than ten gallons

per square mile, at which time the oil is no longer visible to the eye. The

time required to proceed from the initial plume width to the final plume

width is given as a function of different dispersion coefficients.



8. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL VULNERABILITY

8.1 Introduction

The previous material provides a basis for making the actual assess-

ment of the vulnerability of the Machias Bay region. to oil supertankers.

As illustrated in Figure 3-6, the primary problem is to determine the prob-

able biological effects of hypothetical oil spill events in Machias Bay

associated with the terminal operations. Also, the impacts of non-oil

spill events must be identified ~ Ideally, this would be achieved using

mathematical models which represent the important characteristics of the

Machias region relative to the events of interest. Numerous hypotheses,

events and scenarios can be explored using a model, providing an extensive

simulated data base upon which to base evaluation of assumptions and final

assessment of vulnerability. Unfortunately, time constraints have pre-

vented the synthesis of the many aspects of the particular problems under

study here into a mathematical model. Although the complexity of the

problem and high levels of uncertainty would indicate the need for caution

in the use of a model, the exercise of assembling a model can be valuable

in identifying levels and sources of uncertainty.

As a result, the prediction of biological effects which follows is

qualitative and incomplete. However, a sufficient indication of the ex-

pected impacts is obtained to make a preliminary assessment of environ-

mental vulnerability.

Section 8.2 describes the expected effects of catastrophic and chronic

oil spills  see Section 2! on the intertidal, sub � tidal and pelagic areas

of the Machias Bay region. The impacts of non-oil spill events are treated in

Section 8.3.



8. 2 Oil Spill Events

8.2.1 Catastrophic Spills

Both 500 ton �50,000 gallons! and 30,000 ton �0,000,000 gallons!

spills a;e considered in this section. The possible trajectories of these

spills is discussed in Section 7.5. The extent and location of shoreline

impinged by a particular spill is dependent upon the location of release,

time of year and assumption regarding currents  both tidal and uniform!.

In order to gain an understanding of the range of possible effects of a

single spill, two extremes are hypothesized: 1! a 30,000 ton spill in

the mouth of Machias Bay between Libby Island and Cross Island; and 2! a

500 ton spill four nautical miles outside the mouth of Machias Bay  see

the idealized shoreline shown in Figure 7-3!.

The biological effects of these, or any other spills, depends heavily

upon the amount of water soluble aromatic derivatives in the slick as is

discussed in Section 6. Due to weathering processes  Section 5.4! the

soluble fractions  boiling point4-'220 C-250 C! which are the most toxic

materials are removed rapidly and within 48 to 96 hours are probably re-

duced to a few percent or less of their original amount. In addition,

therefore, the original composition of the spilled material can also be

expected to influence the biological effects. However, as shown in Table 5-4

the differences between crudes A and B  Table 2-1! are not sufficient to

distinguish them in this context.

8.2 ' 1.1 A 30,000 Ton Spill

Probably the worst spill case conceivable biological1y is the release

of a 30,000 ton slick in the mouth of Machias Bay at low slack tide. It is

safe to expect that virtually the entire shoreline of Machias Bay would be

coated by crude oil within 24-48 hours. Such an event would be a biological

disaster. IntertidaI. zones would be heavily coated with fresh oil, which
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could be expected to contain sufficient soluble aromatic components to ex-

pose all organisms to concentrations well in excess of 100 ppm. As a result,

most species of intertidal organisms would be threatened with lethally toxic

concentrations  see Table 6-10!. The most serious damage in the intertidal

zone would possibly occur in mud flats and other unconsolidated sediments.

The heavy oil coating could lead to permanent changes in substratas, pre-

~enting recovery of damaged areas, especially the recovery of clams

bloodworms Gl cera dibranchiate! and sand worms  Nereis vinins!.

Also, the potential damage to the few salt marshes is extensive. Many

organisms not killed outright would be expected to ingest significant con-

centrations of hydrocarbons, causing tainting of edible species, especially

shellfish. The extent of such a disaster could be compounded if it occurred

during the summer and fall when lobsters move into inshore areas. Not only

would the individual organisms be threatened, but more importantly, spawning

behavior could be disrupted and larval stages killed,

In addition to damage to the Machias Bay coastline itself, significant

amounts of spilled oil would be expected to come ashore outside Machias Bay.

Figures 7-4 through 7-6 indicate the extent of idealized shoreline hit by a

1,000,000 gallon spill released one mile offshore. This should be equivalent

to 10K of the 30,000 ton spill drifting out to a point one mile offshore.

 This is a reasonable assumption!. Figure 7-4 indicates a sjgnificant prob-

ability that oil could reach at least as far south as Penobscot Bay or as fax

north as the Canadian border and well up inta the Bay of Fundy. In addition,

shoreline outside Nachias Bay could expect to be covered by as much as 20,000

gallons of oil per mile  Figure 7-7!. The biological damage of oilings out-

side Machias Bay would be expected to be less extensive. The oil would

be more extensively weathered and therefore less toxic. Coating, habitat
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changes and tainting could be expected in localized areas.

As extensive as the damage from such a spill might be, long-term

damage to higher levels of biological organization may not be as far

reaching. Populations of benthic invertebrates in unconsolidated sediments

would be the most seriously threatened, especially burrowing crustaceans

and worms. The recovery after a single event would probably be complete

in 2-3 years for most species. Generally, low temperature in the Machias

area would cause recovery to be slower than in more temperate regions.

Major long-term shifts in the community and ecosystems are not likely.

Nearly all marine populations have evolved mechanisms for reproduction which

provide a high probability of species survival  and therefore community

and ecosystem survival! in the face of major natural environmental dis-

asters such as hurricanes which may cause disastrous changes in, say,

seawater salinity. In particular, most marine plants and animals are "r

strategists"  Section 3.2! producing many more offspring than the environ-

ment can support, but ensuring survival of the species by only a few adults.

The scenario described above assumes that the 30,000 ton spill oc-

currs at low slack tide in the mouth of Machias Bay. If the spill occurred

further offshore, damage would probably be somewhat reduced, but still a

major disaster. Furthermore, considerably more oil would be expected to

find its way north or south of Machias. In effect, the localized effects

would be less extreme, but the area affected could be increased markedly.

8.2.1.2 A 500 Ton Spill

A 500 ton spill released in the mouth of Machias Bay at slack tide

would also be expected to pose a serious threat to the Machias Bay coast-

line, not unlike that described above. However, it is not likely that oiling
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outside Machias Bay would be as extensive as that envisioned for a 30,000

ton spill.

In contrast to the scenario of a spill released at the Machias Bay en-

trance it is instructive to consider a spill released several miles offshore.

It is clear from Figure 7-8 that the probability of the slick coming on

shore is reduced significantly for the hypothesis of a >3 knot southwest

current along the coast. For the hypothesis of no current, releasing a spill

further off shore may reduce the probability somewhat, but not drastically.

In fact, as was indicated in Section 7-5, in the summer, almost any oil

spilled may be expected to come ashore.

The primary considerations causing differences in biological effects

by an off shore spill is the increased weathering time and greater disper-

sion of oil that will take place. Dampge could be expected to be from coat-

ing and to a lesser extent, lethal toxicity as described in Section 8.2.1.1,

No doubt the rocky islands along the coast would take the brunt of the dam-

age, but some oil could be expected to find its way into the bays and es-

tuaries, and therefore mud flats and salt marshes. In general, non-lethal

damage such as tainting and changes in substrate texture would be likely to

be more extensive than direct killing of many organisms. Recovery in areas

covered by oil cauld be shorter than in the case of a 30, 000 ton spill

due to less intensiveness of the damage.

The primary problem associated with 500 ton spills is that one can

be expected to occur on the average of once a year {Section 2.2!. There-

fore, on the average, several miles of shoreline would be hit by an

slick. This can be expected to lead to serious long-term biological damage

in areas near the entrance to Machias Bay, which have a high probability of

being hit by the oil {see Figures 7-4 and 7-5!. Repeated coverings would

prevent recovery and lead to permanent shifts in the species composition to

highly resistant organisms, such as some kelps and gastropods.
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8. 2. 2 Chronic Spills

Chronic spills do not pose a major biological threat. Table 7-4

shows the area for spills of 1.2, 2.3 and 4.2 Bbls per day. The initial

plume width is based on rapid spreading to a concentration of 200 gallons

per square mile  James, 1972!. This is equivalent to a concentration of

1 ppm of total hydrocarbons if the oil is assumed mixed in the top two

meters of the water column. Within 1-10 hours the concentration is reduced

to 10 gallons per square mile or 50 ppb total hydrocarbons. The only ex-

pected consequences of these discharges would be tainting of organisms in

the immediate vicinity of the terminal. Because of relatively high tidal

currents in the area near the terminal, flushing would be expected to be suf-

ficient to prevent accumulation of hydrocarbons in the water. Compared with

a 500 ton �50,000 gallons! spill once a year and a 30,000 ton �0,000,000

gallons! spill once in twenty years, the chronic spillage would contribute

555 barrels �8,000 gallons! of oil per year to the Machias Bay region, or

less than 5X.

8.3 Non-spill Events

The impacts of non-spill events would be minimal for the Machias Bay

region. Dredging typically poses the most serious problems, but no dredging

is required Rounsefell �972! has reviewed the potential ecological effects

of marine construction and concludes that littLe damage can be expected from

construction and installation of structures. The most extensive construc-

tion and alternations necessary for a terminal in Machias Bay are the large

breakwaters necessary to protect the berthing facility. Because the rocky

habitat is common to that region there would be little effect expected.

The effect of these structures on currents and sediment movement in the en-

trance to Machias Bay is unknown due to a lack of data.
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Scouring f rom ship traf fic is not expected to be a problem because of

the naturally high currents and deep water.

8.4 Summary

Eased on the foregoing discussion it is consluded that the Machias Ray

region environment is highly vulnerable to a supertanker terminal. The pro-

blems are posed almost entirely by the potential biological damage from oil

spills, as opposed to non-oil spill events.

Given that a catastrophic spill occurs, some biological damage is in-

evitable. If the spill is a 30,000 ton spill, the effects are very likely

 mare than a 50X probability to be extensive biological damage which, al-

though not irreversible, would take several years for recovery. Smaller more

frequent apills would have a nearly equal probability of leading to localized

permanent shifts in biological community structures.

The vulnerability of Machias Say might be less if the probability of

these events was small. However, the probability of these catastrophic

events is likely to be higher in the Machias region than any other point

along the eastern coast of the United States. The coast is rocky, exposed

and sub]ect to severe storms and long periods of fog and extremely poor

weather  see Section 4!. The estimate af one 500 ton spill per year re-

flects the extreme conditions found along the northern Maine coast.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The environmental vulnerabilit of the Machias Ba re ion to oil su er-

tankers is ver hi h.

An oil spill of 30,000 tons can be expected to occur as frequently
as once in twenty-years. If such a spill is released at the entrance to
+chia»ay~ extensive biolagical damage is virtually certain of occurring in

Machias Bay. A spill further offshore would probably produce a less in-
tensive damage biologically, but would be distributed over a greater
area. A 500 tan oil spill occurring on the average of once a year can
also be expected. Permanent localized damage is highly probable. Sever-
al miles  say 10-20 miles! of shoreline should be covered by each
spill and the coastline in the immediate area of Machies Bay has a 10-50K
probability af being hit by any large spill released offshore.

2. Chronic s illa e does not contribute si nificantl to the environmental

vulnerabilit of the Nachias Ba re ion.

Oil spills occurring from day-to-day transshipment operations at the
tanker berths are relatively insignificant environmentally. Concentra-
tions of hydrocarbons would be reduced to 50 ppb within a few hours of
release of the oil ~ Flushing would be rapid due to high tidal currents,
preventing accumulation of hydrocarbons in the water columns. Some local-
ized tainting of organisms around Stone Island could result from these
discharges.

3. Non-oil s ill activities are also little threat enviranmentall

Terminal construction and tanker operation are activities potentially
leading to biological changes. However, no dredging, is required for con-
struction and proposed structures do nat involve major shifts in habitats.
Currents in the area are typically of the order of 2-4 knots and tanker
traffic is not expected to contribute to the scouring that occurs naturally.
The effect of breakwaters on circulation and flushing is unknown because
of lack of data on currents.

4. Oil s illed in Machias Ba can be e ected to reach as far south as the

New Ham shire coast and as far north as the northern end af the Ba of

The combination of wind and coastal currents produces an ail drift
pattern which transports most of the spiLled oil parallel and onto the
shore, rather than aut to sea. Large spills would lead to many smaller
spills as the oil slick dispersed, some of which have a high probability
of being transported large distances up or down the coast.
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5. The water soluble aromatic fractions of oil are the ma or cause of lethal

and sub-lethal effects of oil on marine or anisms.

Most marine organisms are affected, due to cellular level disruption,
by aromatic compounds in concentrations in water of less than 50 ppm. The
effect may range from immediate death to disruption of behavioral charac-
teristics by concentrations as low as 10-100 ppb. Water soluble paraffin
fractions may also be toxic, but at higher concentrations in water than
would be obtained from an oil spill. All types of hydrocarbons may be in-
corporated into tissue by many organisms, which may lead to tainting and/or
accumulation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in food chains.

6. Future research on the effects of oil on marine or anisms should focus on

sub-lethal effects es eciall disru tion of behavioral characteristics

and accumulation in food chains.

Sub-lethal effects of oil on individual organisms may be as damaging
to species populations in the long-term as direct lethal toxicity. Popu-
lation survival depends upon maintenance of successful reproduction be-
havior. Low concentrations �0-100 ppb! of soluble aromatics may inhibit
mating without killing the organisms outright, ultimately causing the
population numbers to decrease. However, there has been little research
reported on this important problem upon which definitive conclusions can
be made.

7. Research efforts should also focus on develo ment of mathematical models

to investi ate the success of dis ersal and ze roduction strate ies for

recover of o ulations and communities sub ect to ma'or environmental

perturbations such as oil s ills.

An important aspect of the ultimate effect of changes in environmental
quality is the rate of recovery and ability ta maintain an adequate popu-
lation level following a major impact. One valuable approach to developing
insights to this problem is the application of mathematical models. Num-
erous hypotheses and scenarios may be investigated which can indicate the
potential success various organisms may have, as well as identify laboratory
and field data needs.
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